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INTRODUCTION
The Western Gulf Coast (WGC) provides valuable habitat for migratory and resident
waterfowl. The mottled duck (Anas fulvigula), a resident species, is highly associated with
coastal marsh habitats and relies on these areas for all of its life cycle needs. Habitat loss and
degradation due to urban expansion and other human activities have raised concerns for the
WGC mottled duck population. Although other threats such as sport harvest (Raftovich 2011),
lead poisoning (Sanderson and Bellrose 1986), hybridization (McCracken et al. 2001), and
predation (Stutzenbaker 1988, Moorman and Gray 1994, Durham and Afton 2003) may be
additional factors in the overall decline of the population, the disappearance of suitable nesting
and brood-rearing habitat is believed to be the predominant force associated with declines of the
mottled duck (Wilson 2007). Therefore, a priority for increasing WGC mottled duck populations
is to increase nest success and brood survival by preserving or creating landscapes with suitable
nesting and brood-rearing habitat in appropriate spatial configurations.
Managers and conservationists have always had to rely on limited resources for the
protection and enhancement of habitats, thus tools that help managers locate areas most suitable
for conservation efforts enable more efficient allocation of those resources. The need for sciencebased planning has created greater demands for decision support tools in the restoration and
management community. Decision Support Tools (DST) are often computer based information
systems that support the decision making activities of various organizations. The concept of
decision support first evolved from two areas of research: theoretical studies of organizational
decision making and technical work on interactive computer systems (Keen 1978). Components,
developmental frameworks, and classifications of DST can vary greatly based on the field of
application and the purpose of the developed system (Sprague and Carlson 1982, Holsapple and
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Whinston 1996, Marakas 1999). However all DST share at least four main components: the
inputs (numbers, parameters, rules, etc.), user knowledge and expertise (inputs requiring manual
analysis), outputs (transformed data), and decisions (results generated by DST). Because DST
are so versatile and adaptive, they have many benefits in the decision arena. DST support
personal efficiency, speed up the process of decision making, increase organizational control,
facilitate interpersonal communication, promote learning and training, reveal new approaches to
thinking about the problem, and help to automate the managerial process (Hackathom and Keen
1981, Sprague and Carlson 1982, Holsapple and Whinston 1996, Marakas 1999, Turban et al.
2008). Application of DST to resource conservation and environmental management gained
momentum in the late 1990's.
Today DST have become a vital component in the management of wildlife and their
habitats (Garcia and Armbruster 1997, Rauscher 1999, Kangas et al. 2000, Quinn and Hanna
2003). Habitat managers often deal with issues of quality and quantity of habitat available to the
population in question. A common drawback of current approaches to habitat management is the
inability to address the spatial and temporal relationships between ecological parameters
pertaining to a specific species (Heinen and Cross 1983, Cooperrider et al. 1986).
DST in this project takes into account many parameters, such as precipitation, land cover
type, threat from nest predators, wetland availability, etc. and relates them spatially as well as
temporally to identify suitable mottled duck habitats and prioritize them based on relative quality
at local and regional scales. Such a product will allow managers of grasslands, agricultural lands,
and wetlands to make informed decisions for allocation of funds for different conservation and
management initiatives. More importantly, the development of such a system will allow for
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adaptive management, where parameters can be revised as new research and information
becomes available.
Our objectives were to: 1) Convene a series of workshops among partners of the Gulf
Coast Prairie Landscape Conservation Cooperative (GCP LCC) to seek input on objectives,
obtain critical review of interim products, and present the final product of a mottled duck
conservation decision support tool (DST) with output specific to each targeted conservation
action; 2) use recommendations in the GCJV Mottled Duck Conservation Plan (Wilson 2007)
and input from stakeholders as basis for a DST to provide science-based guidance for delivery of
conservation actions that affect establishment, enhancement, and protection of coastal marshes,
inland wetlands, and grasslands to positively impact key reproductive rates for WGC mottled
ducks; 3) use the DST to generate recommendations and spatial priorities for specific
conservation actions of interest (establishment, enhancement, and protection), with model
outcomes based on biological objectives being targeted (e.g., brood survival and nest success);
and 4) prepare a comprehensive report describing stakeholder input, DST development, DST
results, and their application across the WGC landscape.
Our deliverable products are three spatially explicit models: 1) a model identifying
currently suitable nesting and brood-rearing habitats for WGC mottled ducks; 2) a model
identifying areas where grassland establishment is beneficial for nesting mottled ducks in the
WGC; and 3) a model identifying areas where wetland enhancement is beneficial for broodrearing activities of WGC mottled ducks.
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METHODS
Determination of Biological Parameters Vital to Mottled Duck Nesting and Brood-rearing
Activities
A comprehensive stakeholder meeting was held in December 2012 to discuss the
objectives of the development process, the biological parameters and their thresholds, and to
present a preliminary concept of the DST. During the stakeholder meeting a number of attendees
provided vital feedback through open discussion and a questionnaire for the development of the
DST (Appendix R). Since then, preliminary results of the DST were presented at the Texas
Chapter Wildlife Society meeting in 2013 and 2014, and at the GCPLCC Steering Committee
meeting in Bastrop, TX in June 2013. We also plan to attend all GCJV Initiative Team meetings
during fall and winter of 2014 as well as the Texas Prairie Wetland Project Committee Meeting
to deliver the final DST products and disseminate information on project methodology.

Identifying Study Area (Area of Spatial Analysis)
The mottled duck is managed as two independent populations, one a resident of Florida
(Johnson et al. 1991) and the other a resident of the WGC region, which stretches from the
eastern coast of Tamaulipas, Mexico into coastal Alabama (Sincock et al 1964, Bellrose 1976,
Stutzenbaker 1988). For the development of this Decision Support Tool, our focus was on the
WGC population. Within this region, we restricted our study area to Texas and Louisiana,
because >99% of the GCJV population target for WGC mottled ducks is expected to be achieved
in these two states (Wilson 2007). Our first step in building the DST was to designate a region of
spatial analysis and future conservation delivery. We used two different datasets to determine the
boundaries of our study area. One was the mottled duck range as presented in the GCJV Mottled
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Duck Conservation Plan, and the other was the GCJV initiative area boundaries. We used the
mottled duck range boundary to delineate the northern and western extent of our study area, and
the GCJV initiative area boundaries to delineate the coastal, southern, and eastern extent of our
study area (see Appendix A).

Identifying Currently Suitable Nesting Habitat
Coastal marsh and agricultural landscape characteristics differ in their utility to mottled
ducks during nesting and brood-rearing periods (Wilson 2007). To accommodate these
differences we identified suitable nesting habitats in coastal zones differently than in agricultural
zones. Therefore, we divided our study area into two ‘zones’, the coastal zone, based on
Omernik ecoregion data layers provided by GCJV staff, and an agricultural zone, which was the
remaining area inland from the coastal zone.
Agricultural Zone
Nesting cover for mottled ducks is generally made up of relatively dense grasses; therefore in
the agricultural zone nesting habitat is usually found in fallow fields, low-intensity grazing
systems, hay fields, native prairies, and other grasslands; all with < 30% woody cover
(Stutzenbaker 1988). Vegetation at the nest site must be dense enough to conceal a hen and her
nest from predators and sunlight (Stutzenbaker 1988). Based on information from previous
research and input from our stakeholder meeting, four biological parameters were identified as
appropriate to delineate currently suitable mottled duck nesting habitat in the WGC: land cover
type, grassland patch size, edge-to-interior ratio, and distance to currently suitable brood-rearing
habitat.
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The 2011 Cropland Data Layer (CDL) for the conterminous U.S. with 30×30 m resolution
was obtained from the Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service
(Boryan et al. 2011 http://www.nass.usda.gov/research/Cropland/SARS1a.htm) website for the
initial land cover reclassification. The CDL layer was clipped to our study area boundary and
reclassified using ArcGIS (ESRI 2011) into ‘suitable’ (1) and ‘unsuitable’ (0) nesting habitat
categories (Table 1). First, we considered the following land cover types suitable for nesting by
mottled ducks: Fallow/Idle Cropland, Grassland Herbaceous, and Pasture/Hay. Next, we
removed all areas that were classified as rice agriculture from the suitable nesting patch layer
(see Appendix C). Since rice fields are on a two to three year rotation, they are flooded at least
every three years. Although idle rice fields may occasionally serve as nesting habitat, we
considered their greater value to be as brood-rearing habitat when flooded for rice production.
We used three different years of Cropland Data Layers (2010, 2011, 2012) to identify all areas
that were classified as rice during at least one of these three years, and we considered this to be
the maximum extent of rice fields within our study area. Additionally, we removed all areas that
were classified as inundated > 3 out of nine years, because these areas were considered broodrearing habitat (See section on identifying currently suitable brood rearing habitat for further
details). Nest success for other dabbling ducks is positively related to patch size and the amount
of nesting habitat in the surrounding landscape (Greenwood et al. 1995, Stephens et al. 2011).
For mottled ducks, 40 acres has been identified as a lower size threshold for quality mottled duck
nesting habitat (Wilson 2007). Therefore, we removed all nesting habitat polygons that were <
40 acres in size. The ratio of edge-to-interior habitat has also been demonstrated to affect
dabbling duck nest success (Greenwood et al. 1995, Stephens et al. 2011), with higher rates of
predation generally associated with greater edge (Stutzenbaker 1988). However, there is little
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research available to identify an optimal ratio. We performed a separate analysis using a circular
area of 35 acres to determine what we believed would be an appropriate edge-to-interior ratio for
nesting habitat patches of 40 acres. Our results showed that 90% of nesting patches completely
contained a centroid 35 acre circle at an edge-to-interior ratio of 0.025 m/m2. We concluded that
nearly all the patches that contained a 35 acre circle were at least 40 acres of continuous
grassland habitat. Therefore our edge-to-interior threshold was set at < 0.025 m/m2, and all other
nesting patches were excluded from further analysis.

Table 1. Biological parameters and their thresholds used to delineate currently suitable mottled
duck nesting habitat throughout the agricultural zone in the Western Gulf Coast of Texas and
Louisiana.
Biological Parameter
Land Cover Type of Nesting
Patch
Size of Nesting Patch
Edge-to-Interior Ratio of
Nesting Patch
Distance of Nesting Patch to
Currently Suitable Broodrearing Habitat

Parameter Threshold
Fallow/Idle Cropland, Pasture/Hay,
Herbaceous Grassland = suitable
All other categories = unsuitable
>40 acres = suitable
<40 acres = unsuitable
<0.025 m/m2 = suitable
>0.025 m/m2 = unsuitable
<1 mile = suitable
>1 mile = unsuitable

Justification
Stutzenbaker 1988, Wilson 2007,
Stakeholder’s input
Wilson 2007, Stakeholder’s input
Stakeholder’s input
Stutzenbaker 1988, Wilson 2007, B. M.
Ballard, unpublished data

Coastal Zone
In coastal marshes, mottled ducks prefer nesting habitat characterized by tall, dense
stands of grass, usually located in elevated sites within 150 meters of water (Engeling 1950,
Stutzenbaker 1988). Mottled ducks generally do not nest in saline marshes due to the low
tolerance of ducklings to salinity (Moorman et al. 1991). Additionally, mottled duck nests can
be located on narrow ridges or levees that are surrounded by marsh. Because of this, we did not
consider the edge-to-interior ratio to be an appropriate metric for identifying nesting habitat
patches within the coastal marsh zone.
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The process for identifying currently suitable nesting habitat in the coastal zone was
essentially the same as that for the agricultural zone, with a few changes to parameter thresholds
to accommodate landscape differences between the two regions. For the coastal zone, we used
the 2011 Cropland Data Layer to identify those areas classified as Fallow/Idle Cropland,
Grassland Herbaceous, Pasture/Hay, and Herbaceous Wetland as suitable mottled duck nesting
habitat. Herbaceous Wetland was considered to be suitable (1) nesting habitat in the coastal
marsh zone because significant amounts of emergent coastal marsh was classified in CDL as
herbaceous wetland, and excluding it would have precluded substantial areas of the coastal
landscape from being considered potential nesting habitat. All other classes were considered
unsuitable (0) and removed from the layer. We removed all areas that were classified as rice
during any one of three consecutive years (2010-2012) as well as areas that were inundated > 3
out of nine years. Additionally, we excluded saline marsh, as identified from recent marsh type
classifications (Sasser et al. 2008, Enwright et al. 2014), from consideration as suitable nesting
habitat (Appendix F). We converted the resulting raster dataset to a vector dataset, calculated
area for each nesting patch, and removed all nesting patches that were < 40 acres.
We then merged the agricultural zone nesting habitat layer with the coastal zone nesting
habitat layer. We suppressed further work on the currently suitable nesting habitat model
because the next step involves the use of distance to suitable brood-rearing habitat as a final
metric for identifying suitable nesting habitat. Therefore, we initiated steps to delineate suitable
brood-rearing habitat next, and then integrated nesting and brood-rearing habitat layers for the
final step of identifying nesting habitat that satisfied all suitability parameters.
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Table 2. Biological parameters and their thresholds used to delineate currently suitable mottled
duck nesting habitat throughout the coastal zone in the Western Gulf Coast of Texas and
Louisiana.
Biological Parameter
Land Cover Type of Nesting
Patch

Size of Nesting Patch
Distance of Nesting Patch to
Currently Suitable Brood-rearing
Habitat

Parameter Threshold
Fallow/Idle Cropland, Pasture/Hay,
Herbaceous Grassland, Herbaceous
Wetland = suitable
All other categories = unsuitable
>40 acres = suitable
<40 acres = unsuitable
<1 mile = suitable
>1 mile = unsuitable

Justification
Stutzenbaker 1988, Wilson 2007,
Stakeholder’s input

Wilson 2007, Stakeholder’s input
Stutzenbaker 1988, Wilson 2007,
B. M. Ballard, unpublished data

Identifying Currently Suitable Brood-rearing Habitat
During the brood-rearing period, mottled ducks require low salinity, vegetated, relatively
shallow wetlands in close proximity to suitable nesting habitat. Previous studies suggest that
landscapes selected by female mottled ducks during the brood-rearing season were dominated by
semi-permanent and seasonally flooded estuarine and palustrine vegetated wetlands (Ballard,
unpublished data). Emergent wetlands provide ducklings escape cover from predators and
thermal cover from inclement weather (Sargeant and Raveling 1992, Sargeant et al. 1993,
Moorman and Gray 1994, Sargeant et al. 1995, Durham and Afton 2003, Rowher et al. 2004).
We used multiple datasets to identify potentially suitable brood-rearing wetlands. We
considered wetland hydroperiod, defined as the number of years during which a wetland was
inundated out of a representative 9 years, to be a valuable proxy for wetland productivity. Our
first step in calculating wetland hydroperiod was to obtain a collection of data that represented
the range of potentially observable precipitation in our study area. We assumed this range of
precipitation would relate directly to the range of potential wetland conditions during the broodrearing period in our study area. We obtained precipitation raster datasets from PRISM Climate
Group, Oregon State University website. We then calculated total precipitation from 1
September to 31 May each year, 1985-86 to 2010-11, for each GCJV initiative area. This was
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done by adding across all nine months for each year, and clipping each of the conterminous US
raster datasets to the boundary of the four initiative areas. We visually inspected the ‘statistic’
option for each of the 26 years for each of the four initiative areas to determine the average
precipitation across all pixels per year per initiative area (i.e., the average of the sum across nine
months per initiative area). Once this nine month precipitation metric was calculated, we chose
the three driest years, three wettest years, and three most medial years to represent the range of
potentially observable precipitation.
We used Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery for the months of April through June
(i.e., peak nesting activity of mottled ducks, which dictates where the broods will move to), in
each of the 9 years selected to represent the range of potentially observable precipitation, to
determine the frequency with which a wetland was inundated (i.e., wetland hydroperiod). A
water extraction model (See Appendix H- Model 1
http://web.pdx.edu/~emch/ip1/bandcombinations.html) was used to identify available surface
water for each year during the brood-rearing months. The pixel value of the 9 raster datasets
were summed across years per initiative area. The result was a discrete raster dataset depicting
the landscape as the number of years out of 9 that it was inundated. We considered areas
inundated > 3 years to have suitable hydroperiods and all areas inundated <3 years to be
unsuitable for further consideration in the suitable brood-rearing habitat model. We reclassified
the hydroperiod raster accordingly.
Some permanently and semi-permanently flooded wetlands in the coastal zone possessed
dense vegetation that rendered the TM-based hydroperiod analysis ineffective at detecting water
beneath the vegetation (i.e., they had been assigned a hydroperiod value <3). Observations and
experience of mottled duck experts with whom we consulted indicated that many of these areas
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indeed serve as valuable brood-rearing habitat. Consequently, we identified all wetlands in the
coastal zone that possessed NWI permanent or semi-permanent flooding modifiers of L, V, F, H,
T, M, G, or Z; manually assigned them a hydroperiod value of 8; and treated them identical to all
other potentially suitable wetlands. Next we divided the analysis into three steps. Due to the
differences between wetland characteristics in the Agricultural zone and in the Coastal Zone, we
needed to accommodate some wetland basins that: 1) can be identified as potentially suitable
brood-rearing habitat through hydroperiod and wetland type, 2) rice fields in the agricultural
zone which function as suitable brood-rearing habitat on a two to three year rotation, and 3)
National Wetland Inventory basins that are considered currently suitable brood-rearing habitat
due to their water regime modifier, regardless of the hydroperiod parameter. A combination of
National Wetland Inventory, National Hydrography Data, 2010 US Census data, and expert
opinion were used to identify and exclude wetland types not considered to be valuable broodrearing habitat or ones that were within the boundaries of urban centers; all remaining areas
having a hydroperiod of > 3 years were retained as potentially suitable brood-rearing habitat
(Appendix K, STEP 1). Next we used data from Sasser et al. (2008) and Enwright et al. (2014)
to identify and exclude areas classified as salt marsh (Appendix I). We then added the layer
depicting the maximum extent of rice production as previously described, because we considered
rice fields as potentially suitable brood-rearing habitat (Appendix K, STEP 2). We also added the
NWI basins that were identified as currently suitable brood rearing habitat based on their water
regime modifier (Appendix K, STEP 3). Finally, we limited suitable brood-rearing habitat to
those patches that were < 1 mile from currently suitable nesting habitat.
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Table 3. Biological parameters and their thresholds used to delineate currently suitable mottled
duck brood-rearing habitat throughout the Western Gulf Coast of Texas and Louisiana.
Biological Parameter
Wetland Type
Hydroperiod
Distance of Brood-rearing
Patch to Currently
Suitable Nesting Habitat

Parameter Threshold
See Appendix I & K = suitable
All other categories = unsuitable
>3 years out of 9 = suitable
<3 years out of 9 acres = unsuitable
<1 mile = suitable
>1 mile = unsuitable

Justification
Stutzenbaker 1988, Wilson 2007,
Stakeholder’s input
Wilson 2007, Stakeholder’s input
Ballard et al. unpublished data,
Stutzenbaker 1988, Wilson 2007

Prioritizing Currently Suitable Nesting and Brood-rearing Habitat
Maximizing the biological return from conservation investment starts with
decisions on a spatial scale about where to focus resources. Prioritizing suitable nesting and
brood-rearing habitat for mottled ducks in the WGC will allow managers to focus specific
conservation actions (e.g., managing hydrology and establishing grasslands) in areas of highest
efficiency per conservation dollar spent.
To prioritize currently suitable nesting habitat for conservation action, 3 landscape
characteristics were used: 1) density of suitable nesting habitat within the surrounding 1-mile
radius landscape (higher priority rank assigned to pixels with greater area of nesting habitat
within 1-mile), 2) density of suitable brood-rearing habitat within the surrounding 1-mile radius
landscape (higher priority rank assigned to pixels with more wetland areas within 1-mile), and 3)
distance to suitable brood rearing habitat (higher priority rank assigned to pixels positioned
closer to suitable brood-rearing habitat).
To prioritize currently suitable brood-rearing habitat for conservation, 4 landscape and
patch characteristics were used: 1) density of suitable brood-rearing habitat within the
surrounding 1-mile radius landscape (higher priority rank assigned to pixels with greater area of
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suitable brood-rearing habitat within 1-mile), 2) density of suitable nesting habitat within the
surrounding 1-mile radius landscape (higher priority rank assigned to pixels with greater area of
nesting habitat within 1-mile), 3) distance to suitable nesting habitat (higher priority rank
assigned to pixels positioned closer to suitable nesting habitat), and 4) hydroperiod of a given
brood-rearing habitat (See Appendix L, Step 7).
We used a 1-mile radius around each pixel of suitable nesting or brood-rearing habitat as
the scale upon which we determined prioritizations. We chose 1 mile because Wilson (2007)
recommended this as the maximum distance between nesting and brood-rearing habitats when
managing and conserving landscapes to benefit mottled ducks. First, each pixel in our raster
datasets depicting suitable nesting and brood-rearing habitat was assigned a value of 0 or 1,
depending on whether it was suitable (value = 1) or unsuitable (value = 0). Next, for each pixel
of suitable habitat in these datasets, we calculated the average of all pixel values within a 1-mile
radius landscape. We performed these calculations separately for the nesting and brood-rearing
datasets, thus producing 2 new datasets that represented, respectively, the density of nesting and
brood-rearing habitat in the landscape surrounding each pixel of suitable habitat. We then
multiplied these raster datasets by 10 to create 2 weighted datasets for subsequent use in
prioritization of suitable habitats. We used this weighted dataset as a proxy for distance, rather
than measuring linear distances between habitat pixels, because exploratory analyses revealed a
high degree of (inverse) correlation between measures of density and distance.
We developed our prioritized nesting habitat dataset by adding the un-weighted dataset of
nesting habitat density (pixel values ranged 0-1) to the weighted dataset of brood-rearing habitat
density (pixel values ranged 0-10). Similarly, we developed our prioritized brood-rearing habitat
dataset by adding the un-weighted dataset of brood-rearing habitat density (which also accounted
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for wetland hydroperiod as described in Appendix L) to the weighted dataset of nesting habitat
density. This produced 2 unique datasets, each with pixel values having the potential to range
from 0 to 11, with higher values representing higher priority. Finally, we clipped the continuous
raster datasets to the original boundaries of the nesting and brood-rearing patches in the
landscape to derive a spatial map reflecting prioritization of suitable nesting and brood-rearing
habitats.
We chose this prioritization scheme to emphasize the importance of having suitable
patches of both nesting and brood-rearing habitat within the same landscape, as well as to reflect
the interaction between patch and landscape characteristics in determining relative suitability of
an area as mottled duck breeding habitat. For example, when prioritizing suitable brood-rearing
habitat, the density and configuration of nesting habitat in the surrounding landscape was
considered more important than simply the suitability of the brood-rearing habitat itself; hence,
the development and use of the weighted nesting habitat density dataset. The same rationale held
for prioritization of suitable nesting habitat, whereby the density and configuration of broodrearing habitat in the surrounding landscape (i.e., the weighted dataset) had greater influence on
the final prioritization.

Identifying Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
Management of flooding regimes could enhance unsuitable wetland basins. We identified
wetland basins that are priority for freshwater flooding management through a process that takes
into account the wetland type parameters and proximity to existing nesting habitat. This process
was divided into two steps (Appendix M). First, we used the Cropland Data Layer 2011 to
identify and exclude from consideration for freshwater enhancement all areas that were High,
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Medium, Low, or Open development, Deciduous, Evergreen, Mixed Forest or Woody Wetlands.
Secondly, we excluded from consideration all urban areas identified by the TIGER US urban
census dataset and all those areas that are identified as Salt Marsh (Sasser et al. 2008, Enwright
et al. 2014). We used a combination of National Wetland Inventory Data and limiting parameters
(i.e. salinity levels, water permanence, distance from currently suitable nesting habitat) set in the
currently suitable wetland methodology to select only those wetland basins on the landscape that
failed to meet or exceed the minimum threshold for the hydroperiod parameter.
We considered lands in rice cultivation rotations to be at least minimally suitable broodrearing habitat because normal practices include flooding actively cultivated fields during the
growing season, which generally coincides with brood-reading periods. Mottled ducks are
known to use flooded rice fields for brood-rearing (Bielefeld et al. 2010). These rice rotation
lands are not optimal brood-rearing habitat because they may not be flooded at all during the
years within the rotation in which they are idle. Consequently, they were also identified as
candidate wetlands for hydrology improvement, because we reasoned that efforts to increase the
frequency of inundation during the growing season (i.e., flooding during years when idled)
would increase their value to breeding mottled ducks.
Finally, we manually removed all wetland basins that had an NWI flooding regime
modifier that indicated they were semi-permanently or permanently flooded (L,V,F,H,T,M,Z,G).
These basins were considered potentially suitable brood-rearing wetlands and therefore would
not be candidates for freshwater enhancement.

Prioritizing Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
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The aim of prioritizing wetland basins for freshwater enhancement is to aid managers in
the process of maximizing the biological return from conservation investment. In order to
prioritize wetland basins for enhancement, we considered the effects on the surrounding
landscape. We used our raster datasets for currently suitable mottled duck nesting habitat and
brood-rearing habitat, derived in the first model, to rank the wetland basins in the landscape for
enhancement. We reclassified the two raster datasets so that every pixel in the study area had a
value of either 1 or 0, 1 being the suitable habitat and 0 the unsuitable habitat. We then used
focal analysis to assign each pixel in the landscape a value based on the sum of all habitat pixels
within a 1-mile radius circle. This process was identical for both the currently suitable broodrearing habitat and the currently suitable nesting habitat. We used the vector dataset for the
identified wetland basins to extract a value (average of the pixels within the basin) indicating the
availability of nesting and brood-rearing habitat within a 1 mile radius landscape. Basins that had
a high average value for the amount of currently suitable surrounding nesting habitat received a
higher rank (Appendix N). Basins that had a low average value for the amount of currently
suitable surrounding brood-rearing habitat received a higher rank (Appendix N). These
prioritization justifications were based on the idea that improving wetland basins for broodrearing activities would be more beneficial in a landscape matrix that had abundant nesting
habitat but was lacking the wetland component. Both of these layers were then converted to the
same scale (Appendix N) and added using raster calculator function. The resulting layer
represents a spatial landscape of wetland basins each with pixel values ranging on a scale from 0
to two, 0 being lowest priority for freshwater enhancement based on the surrounding matrix of
currently suitable nesting and brood-rearing habitat.
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Identifying Areas for Grassland Establishment
Areas for improving nesting habitat conditions for mottled ducks must have certain land
cover characteristics that would allow establishment of native grasslands. Grassland
establishment as defined in this prioritization model consists of restoration of dense, native
grasses. Available spatial datasets did not discern landscape characteristics that would enable
identification of areas within the coastal zone where coastal grassland establishment would be
feasible and most valuable (e.g., fine-scale elevation). Additionally, the coastal zone is
dominated by vegetation suitable for nesting, with the factors that limit nesting in such habitats
more commonly associated with flooding frequency and marsh elevation. While we recognize
that there are some sites where dredge material could be used beneficially to create important
nesting areas of the proper elevation and flooding regime, spatial data available to target such
sites was not available. Consequently, we restricted our identification of areas for grassland
establishment to the agricultural zone.
We limited our analysis to cultivated crops or other land cover types that could be
converted to grasslands. Therefore, we excluded all areas that were classified as developed,
forested, currently suitable grasslands, or open water and woody wetlands. Additionally, we
excluded all areas that were considered currently suitable brood-rearing habitat, as we do not
want to promote grassland establishment on already functional mottled duck brood-rearing
habitat. We also excluded all urban areas identified by the TIGER US census dataset.
We considered the lands in rice rotations to provide some brood-rearing habitat value,
despite them being in a flooded condition during the breeding season on average only once every
2-3 years. However, ricelands along the Gulf Coast occur primarily within the range of the
historical Gulf Coast Prairies, and when not in active rice production, these fields can become
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quickly colonized by communities of grasses, sedges, and other terrestrial plants where low
densities of mottled duck nesting has been documented (Durham and Afton 2003). With recent
market-driven rice acreage declines in some regions of the mottled duck range (Alston et al.
2000), rice rotation lands are transitioning to other land cover type and offer opportunities for
grassland re-establishment. Consequently, we considered lands in rice rotations to also be
candidates for grassland establishment, especially when such establishment would occur in
proximity to continuing rice growing operations or other wetlands that would provide access to
brood-rearing habitats.
Using National Land Cover Datasets from 1992, 2001, and 2006 (Vogelmann et al. 2001,
Homer et al. 2007, Fry et al. 2011), we considered areas that were classified as Fallow/Idle
cropland, Herbaceous Grassland, or Pasture/Hay in the past but were currently classified as
forested based on Cropland Data Layer from 2011, as potential for grassland establishment. We
believed these areas may represent former agricultural lands that had been abandoned and
colonized by shrubs, young trees, or other early successional vegetation that may be easier to
convert to grassland than more mature forests. The resulting layer of areas where grassland
establishment could benefit mottled duck nesting activities was further limited to only those
areas within 1 mile of currently suitable brood-rearing habitat.

Prioritizing Areas for Grassland Establishment
Our prioritization scheme for grassland establishment was designed to increase the size and
reduce the edge-to-interior ratio of currently suitable nesting habitat patches and increase the amount of
nesting habitat in proximity to currently suitable brood-rearing habitat. Furthermore, our scheme was
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designed to emphasize grassland establishment in areas that contained suitable wetlands but lacked
nesting habitat over areas that already contained large amounts of both brood-rearing and nesting habitat.
The first step in our prioritization scheme was to calculate a Grassland Value (GV) for each pixel
that was identified as potentially suitable for grassland establishment, as previously developed. The
Grassland Value was developed as a measure of the amount of suitable nesting habitat that already exists
within 1 mile of wetlands that were of suitable type and hydroperiod. We calculated the GV by summing
the number of currently suitable nesting habitat pixels within a 1-mile buffer around a given wetland that
was of suitable type and hydroperiod and dividing this sum by the total number of non-wetland pixels
within the 1-mile buffer around the wetland. We then calculated the value (1 – GV) and assigned it to
each candidate grassland establishment pixel within the 1-mile buffer. This value accounted for 70% of
the total weight in the prioritization (Appendix P).
We calculated the shortest distance from each candidate grassland establishment pixel to the
nearest currently suitable brood-rearing and nesting habitat. Because this calculation was limited to areas
within 1 mile of wetlands of suitable type and hydroperiod (i.e., in order for a pixel to be considered a
candidate for grassland establishment, it had to be within 1 mile of a suitable wetland), the maximum
distance was 1 mile. We recorded values for these parameters (i.e., shortest distance to brood-rearing and
shortest distance to nesting habitat) in fractions of a mile and ranked them such that shorter distances
received higher scores. Each of these values accounted for 10% of the total weight in the prioritization
(Appendix P). Finally, each candidate grassland establishment pixel was assigned a value based on the
number of currently suitable wetlands within 1 mile of it (i.e., the number of wetlands that it could serve
if established to grass). This value was calculated by enumerating the number of 1-mile wetland buffers
that overlapped a given candidate grassland establishment pixel. This value was also worth 10% of the
final prioritization for grassland establishment (Appendix P).
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We summed each of the raster datasets to produce a layer of areas that were potentially suitable
for grassland establishment. The final priority rank was on a scale from 0 - 1, with 1 being those areas that
were highest priority for grassland establishment.
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RESULTS

Figure 1: Laguna Madre Initiative Area: Currently Suitable Nesting and Brood-rearing Habitat
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Figure 2: Texas Mid-Coast Initiative Area: Currently Suitable Nesting and Brood-rearing Habitat
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Figure 3: Chenier Plain Initiative Area: Currently Suitable Nesting and Brood-rearing Habitat
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Figure 4: Mississippi River Coastal Wetlands Initiative Area: Currently Suitable Nesting and Brood-rearing Habitat
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Figure 5: Laguna Madre Initiative Area: Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
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Figure 6: Texas Mid-Coast Initiative Area: Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
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Figure 7: Chenier Plain Initiative Area: Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
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Figure 8: Mississippi River Coastal Wetlands Initiative Area: Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
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Figure 9: Laguna Madre Initiative Area: Potential Areas for Grassland Establishment
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Figure 10: Texas Mid-Coast Initiative Area: Potential Areas for Grassland Establishment
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Figure 11: Chenier Plain Initiative Area: Potential Areas for Grassland Establishment
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Figure 12: Mississippi River Coastal Wetlands Initiative Area: Potential Areas for Grassland Establishment
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The GCJV Mottled Duck Conservation Plan recommends priority actions for
conservation of grasslands and palustrine and estuarine wetlands to address key limiting factors
for the WGC mottled duck population. However, until now, there has been a lack of sciencebased knowledge about where, on a spatial scale, to apply these actions to result in the greatest
biological return on resource investment. High priority ranking of habitat patches assumes that
all biological parameters are not only met, but that the suitable patches are in an optimal
arrangement and density in the landscape to facilitate successful nesting and brood-rearing by
mottled ducks. Although the Decision Support Tool can serve as a valuable tool in the
management decision-making process it is not to be used in vacuum. Managers should be aware
that this decision support tool is built on spatial datasets that are not inclusive of all required
information and have an unknown amount of inherent error. Therefore, the final step to any
management decisions is to ground-truth patches of interest to verify the quantity and quality of
suitable mottled duck habitat. Additionally, at this point, enhancement and establishment
recommendations are based only on currently suitable nesting and brood-rearing habitat. Based
on the results, our recommendations for protection and enhancement are as follows:
Protection (using currently suitable habitat results)
-

Protect, through land acquisition, conservation easements, etc. the nesting and broodrearing habitat that has the highest priority classification within the boundary of
interest.

-

At larger spatial scales, protect, through land acquisition, patches within matrices of
high priority habitat.
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Enhancement/Establishment
-

Based on results from the currently suitable habitat model, enhance landscapes with
lower priority nesting and brood-rearing habitat to increase their priority ranking.

-

Some habitat patches identified in the enhancement models may already have
requisite habitat features to deem them suitable, and would realize significant gains in
habitat quality with modest or minimal inputs.

-

Habitat enhancement can be accomplished by increasing the number of suitable
patches in close proximity to other suitable patches, or by increasing the ‘suitability’
of individual parameters of a patch (e.g., increasing the size of a nesting patch,
increasing wetland hydroperiod, etc.).

-

Specific management actions can include brush control or livestock grazing strategies
to promote open grasslands with dense nesting cover. Similarly, control of hydrology
to increase inundation frequency or application of drawdowns and flooding at
appropriate times of the year to promote optimal vegetation communities can enhance
brood-rearing habitat.

In a broader sense, this Decision Support Tool provides science-based, spatial guidance
for conserving and managing habitats to benefit breeding mottled ducks. In addition to aiding
managers in decision-making on different spatial scales, the tool may help standardize mottled
duck habitat conservation actions across the WGC.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Mottled Duck Range in the WGC
Sources:
Gulf Coasts Joint Venture Initiative Area Boundary: http://www.gcjv.org/data.php
Mottled Duck Distribution: Provided by GCJV GIS Specialist, Mark Parr.
http://www.gcjv.org/GIS_committee.php

To derive the spatial extent of our study area, we used vector datasets of the four GCJV
initiative areas (Laguna Madre, Texas Mid Coast, Chenier Plain, and Mississippi River Coastal
Wetlands) and the mottled duck range shapefile from Gulf Coast Joint Venture (GCJV).
1) We used the ‘intersect’ function on the WGC_MODU_range.shp (Fig 1) and the
GCJV_InitiaveAreas.shp (Fig 2) to create a new shpafile,
MODU_range_byInitiativeArea.shp (Fig 3).
2) The MODU_range_byInitiativeArea.shp shapefile was missing some of the northern
and western portions of the range because the ‘intersect’ function captures only areas that
completely intersect among the two features, thus, we used the ‘edit’  ‘reshape feature
tool’  ‘trace’ to complete our new polygons to the northern and western extent of the
mottled duck range shapefile.
3) We then used the ‘export data’ function to export each of the individual initiative areas to
new files (LM_range.shp, TMC_range.shp, CP_range.shp, and MRCW_range.shp)
(Fig 3). This was done because we used these individual files later to clip many other
datasets to build the model. In doing this process, we in affect limited our spatial analysis
to the western and northern boundary of the mottled duck range, and to the coastal,
eastern and southern boundaries of the initiative areas under the Gulf Coast Joint Venture
jurisdiction.
Because our analysis deals with landscapes in the agricultural zone and in the coastal zone, the
spatial model was divided further into two parts to accommodate the differences in landscape
characteristics between the two zones. The division of the study area into two zones is described
in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Mottled Duck range in WGC

Figure 2: GCJV Initiative Areas

Intersect Edit and Reshape Export Initiative Areas

Figure 3: Mottled Duck range within the GCJV Initiative Areas, final area of analysis and
spatial delivery
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Appendix B: Division of Spatial Analysis into Agricultural Zone and Coastal Marsh Zone
Sources:
Level IV Ecoregions for the Continuous US:
http://www.epa.gov/wed/pages/ecoregions/level_iii_iv.htm#Level IV

1) We identified the spatial extent of the coastal zone using the US IV Eco-region
classifications obtained from EPA through the GCJV. We used this layer,
US_IV_Ecoregions.shp, to select only Coastal Marsh zones along the WGC, and
exported the file to create a new output (Coastal_Marsh_ECO.shp) that would be used
to divide the area of spatial analysis into two models.
2) The coastal boundary of the new Coastal_Marsh_ECO.shp file did not match the more
accurate coastal boundary in the MODU_range_byInitiaveArea.shp file. We used the
model in Step 2 to derive WGC_Marsh_single.shp which represents the coastal marsh
zone (intermediate files are not provided as they can be derived by running the model).
3) We then used the ‘edit’ function to manually remove all polygons that fell outside the
range of the coastal marsh ecoregion.
4) We dissolved the WGC_Marsh_single.shp file to produce one continuous polygon,
WGC_Coastal_Zone.shp, which is used as one of layers to delineate the coastal zone in
our identification of the currently suitable nesting habitat for mottled ducks.
5) We used the WGC_Coastal_Zone.shp to create the coastward boundary of the
agricultural zone.
6) We used the ‘erase’ function to remove all areas from the
MODU_range_byInitiativeArea.shp that were in the coastal zone. Our final two
products were the WGC_Coastal_Zone.shp and the WGC_Agricultural_Zone.shp,
which represent our two zones that we independently delineated currently suitable
nesting habitat (See Fig 4 and 5).
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Step 2
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Figure 4: Boundary of Agricultural Zone in the Western Gulf Coast

Figure 5: Boundary of Coastal Zone in the Western Gulf Coast
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Appendix C: Derivation of Cropland in Rice Layer
Source:
Cropland Data Layers for 2010, 2011, 2012: US Department of Agriculture, National
Agricultural Statistic Service
http://www.nass.usda.gov/research/Cropland/Release/

1) We downloaded the three CDLs (2010, 2011, 2012) (2010_cdl, 2011_cdl, 2012_cdl
respectively) from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and used the ‘extract by mask’
function (Step 1) to extract the CDL classes that fall within our study area
(MODU_range_byInitiativeArea.shp) file. The three resulting files are 2010wgc_cdl,
2011wgc_cdl, and 2012wgc_cdl.
2) We reclassified each of these raster files, where areas in rice are (1) and all other land
cover classifications are (0) (Step 2). This resulted in three CDL raster layers (2010_rice,
2011_rice, and 2012_rice).
3) We then converted all three raster datasets to polygon layers using the ‘raster to polygon’
function (Step 3). The resulting layers are 2010_rice_poly.shp, 2011_rice_poly.shp, and
2012_rice_poly.shp.
4) After the conversion we combined the three layers using the ‘merge’ function to produce
one comprehensive layer depicting all the rice fields in cultivation on a three years basis
in the WGC (Step 4), according to the Cropland Data Layer.
5) This final rice layer, WGC_Rice.shp (Fig 6), will be used in Appendix D and E to
exclude all areas in the WGC that are fallow or idle rice fields but are flooded on a two or
three year rotation. This layer will also be used in the two enhancement models as
potential areas for enhancement of grasslands or wetlands. After the raster datasets were
converted to polygons, manual editing allowed us to remove all polygons with a ‘0’ value
(not rice).
6) After the final merge analysis, we calculated area for each polygon and manually
removed all polygons under 1800 square meters in area using the edit feature. We did this
to exclude errors in CDL classification, because most rice fields are at minimum larger
than 2 30x30 meter pixels.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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Figure 6: Rice field in cultivation from 2010 to 1012
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Appendix D: Derivation of Currently Suitable Nesting Habitat in Agricultural Zone
Source:
Cropland Data Layer: US Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistic Service
http://www.nass.usda.gov/research/Cropland/Release/

1) We downloaded the Cropland Data Layer 2011 (30X30m resolution) from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture website, and used the ‘extract by mask’ function to clip
us_cdl2011 layer to WGC_Agricultural_Zone.shp file, the resulting raster dataset is
cdl_agzone (Step 1).
2) We reclassified the CDL and considered three Category Names (Fallow/Idle Cropland,
Grassland Herbaceous, and Pasture/Hay) as suitable (1) land cover types for mottled duck
nesting habitat. All other Category Names were reclassified as unsuitable (0) land cover
types for mottled duck nesting habitat.
3) The reclassified layer was converted from raster format to polygon format, using the
‘raster to polygon’ function. We used the rice layer (WGC_Rice.shp – see Appendix C)
as an erase feature and used the ‘erase’ function to exclude all areas that were classified
as rice from 2010 to 2012.
4) We also removed all surface water that was present on the landscape > 3 out of 9 years
(WGC_SurfaceWater.shp – Appendix G), using the ‘erase’ function.
5) We manually edited the product layer, NestingHAB_Ag.shp (Fig 7) to remove all
polygons with a gridcode of ‘0’ (indicating unsuitable habitat), all nesting patches that
were < 40 acres in size, patches with edge-to-interior ratios > 0.025 m/m2.
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Step 1

Step 2 through Step 4
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-Fallow/Idle Cropland, Grassland Herbaceous, Pasture/Hay
-≥40 acres in size
->0.025 edge to interior ratio
- Not inundated
- Not in rice production

Figure 7: Currently suitable nesting habitat for mottled ducks in the agricultural zone of the
Western Gulf Coast (excludes the distance to currently suitable nesting habitat parameter)
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Appendix E: Derivation of Currently Suitable Nesting Habitat for Coastal Marsh Zone
Source:
Cropland Data Layer: US Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistic Service
http://www.nass.usda.gov/research/Cropland/Release/

1) We downloaded the Cropland Data Layer 2011 (30X30m resolution) from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture website, and used the ‘extract by mask’ function to clip
us_cdl2011 layer to WGC_Coastal_Zone.shp file, the resulting raster dataset is
cdl_coastzone (Step 1).
2) We reclassified the CDL and considered the four Category Names (Fallow/Idle Cropland,
Grassland Herbaceous, Pasture/Hay, and Herbaceous Wetland) to be suitable (1) nesting
habitat, and all other Category Names to be unsuitable (0) for mottled duck nesting
habitat.
3) The reclassified layer was converted from raster format to polygon format, using the
‘raster to polygon’ function. We used the rice layer (WGC_Rice.shp – see Appendix C)
as an erase feature and used the ‘erase’ function to exclude all areas that were classified
as rice from 2010 to 2012.
4) We also removed all surface water that was present on the landscape > 3 out of 9 years
(WGC_SurfaceWater.shp – Appendix G), using the ‘erase’ function.
5) We manually edited the product layer, NestingHAB_Coast.shp (Fig 8) to remove all
polygons with a gridcode of ‘0’ (indicating unsuitable habitat) and all nesting patches that
were < 40 acres in size.
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Step 1

Step 2 through Step 4
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-Fallow/Idle Cropland, Grassland Herbaceous, Pasture/Hay,
Wetland Herbaceous
-≥40 acres in size
- Not inundated
- Not in rice production

Figure 8: Currently suitable nesting habitat for mottled ducks in the coastal zone of the Western
Gulf Coast (excludes the distance to currently suitable nesting habitat parameter)
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Appendix F: Final Derivation of Currently Suitable Nesting Habitat
1) Using the merge function, we combined into one layer (WGC_NestingHAB.shp) (Fig 9)
the remaining (potentially suitable) nesting habitat patches identified in agricultural
(Appendix D) and coastal marsh (Appendix E) zones (NestingHAB_Ag.shp and
NestingHAB_Coast.shp) and stored the final product in the
FINAL_Parameter_Layers, subfolder Nesting.
2) Using the erase function, we removed all urban areas identified by census data,
UrbanAreas_WGC, the currently suitable brood-rearing habitat,
WGC_BroodRrearingHAB (Appendix K) , from the nesting habitat layer to avoid
overlap of areas that would be classified as currently suitable nesting and brood-rearing
habitat.
3) Finally we dissolved the layer and converted to singlepart using the ‘dissolve’ and the
‘multipart to singlepart’ tools. We than manually recalculated the area of each potentially
suitable nesting patch and removed all patches that were less than 40 acres in size. This
process was repeated because areas that were bisected by urban areas or currently
suitable habitat may now be much less than the 40 acre minimum threshold. The final
layer was titled WGC_NestingHAB_2 and store in the FINAL_Parameter_Layers,
subfolder Nesting.
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Step 1 through Step 3
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Figure 9: Currently suitable nesting habitat for mottled ducks in the Western Gulf Coast
(excludes the distance to currently suitable nesting habitat parameter)
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Appendix G: Precipitation Analysis to Determine Driest, Median and Wettest Years Across the
WGC
Source:
PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University. http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/
1) We downloaded precipitation data from 234 datasets, one for each month from
September 1985 through May 2011. Datasets were downloaded from the Oregon State
University, PRISM Climate Group website. The datasets were downloaded in ‘.asc’
format and stored in Stage1_Ascfiles folder.
2) All files were converted from ‘.asc’ format to raster files using the ‘build raster attribute
table’ function and data for months were grouped by year (year is September to May) in
the Stage2_Rasters folder, subfolder PRISM _Months.
3) Average precipitation for each year across all nine months was calculated using ‘Cell
Statistics’ function in the Spatial Analyst Tools in ArcGIS software.
4) The output was 26 different raster datasets (one for each year from 1985-86 to 2010-11)
with no raster tables showing the value of each pixel. The 26 raster datasets were stored
in Stage3_Mean_b4_Table folder under the names for ‘year’_‘year’_average.
5) Attribute tables with values for each pixel were created using the Raster Calculator with
the expression INT(‘rastername’). 26 new raster datasets were created and stored in
Stage4_Mean_US_withTBL folder under names ‘year’_‘year’_mean. The data across
all 26 raster datasets still exists in the form of conterminous US.
6) We created a new geodatabase, InitiativeA_Mean.gdb which housed the clipped raster
datasets by initiative area.
7) The 4 GCJV initiative area polygons (CP_range.shp, LM_range.shp,
MRCW_range.shp and TMC_range.shp – See Appendix A) were used to clip each of
the 26 raster datasets (26x4) and all new raster datasets were exported in the newly
created geodatabase.
8) We calculated the average precipitation across pixels, by using the ‘summary statistics’
option for each of the 26 years and each of the 4 initiative areas (Table 4).
9) For each of the four initiative areas, the 3 driest, 3 wettest and 3 median years of
precipitation were chosen as representatives of precipitation patterns in those regions.
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Table 4. Precipitation by year per Initiative Area
Laguna Madre

Texas Mid-Coast

85-86

5910.29

7483.06

11389.98

11034.57

86-87

7010.87

10759.14

13299.31

13402.63

87-88

3933.01

5913.73

10800.45

12596.51

88-89

3599.42

6301.19

10208.79

8960.05

89-90

4298.9

7193.71

11537.65

13549.52

90-91

5342.9

10394.91

16291.19

20058.85

91-92

9414.04

14821.83

13721.66

13057.28

92-93

6741.29

11493.76

13983.82

15259.83

93-94

5260.33

7705.76

10960.66

10551.66

94-95

5532.24

11376.87

13487.44

13740.87

95-96

4895.42

5257.62

8389.19

8798.78

96-97

7076.76

12314.22

15239.42

13640.15

97-98

7280.92

10706.93

12047

13989.09

98-99

8128.04

12561.66

13035.01

11724.61

99-00

4329.38

6698.86

7755.48

6903.56

00-01

3555.33

9370.23

11375.57

11047.93

01-02

4206.56

8068.55

11623

9108.8

02-03

8051.39

11049.35

14487.83

14143.64

03-04

9133.96

12309.14

14907.04

12666.57

04-05

4666.96

9960.19

10366

12865.86

05-06

3655.46

5445.54

8839.39

6744.86

06-07

7084.39

11259.54

13600.81

11629.38

07-08

3327.42

6029.07

10477.67

11702.23

08-09

3018.75

5866.43

10441.01

9174.58

09-10

7953.86

10028.36

12034.59

14562.99

10-11

4721.02

5459.03

6332.62

5844.83

Driest

Medial

Wettest

Chenier Plain

Mississippi River Coastal
Wetland

Year
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Appendix H: Surface Water Extraction to Determine Hydroperiod for the WGC
Source:
Earth Explorer, USGS: Science for a Changing World http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
1) For the 9 years of precipitation extremes derived in Appendix G, Landsat TM images
were downloaded from Earth Explorer (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) for the month of
May with no or little cloud cover (cloud cover will skew the water extraction results,
therefore every attempt was made to locate satellite images in May that had no cloud
cover over the area of interest. If such an image could not be found, Landsat TM scenes
were downloaded for April or June, but as close to May as possible). Images were
ordered through Earth Explorer and downloaded into separate folders (CP_TM,
LM_TM, MRCW_TM, and TMC_TM) based on the region the image is for and the
year (wet, dry or medial) it was taken.
2) Images were broken into six bands and therefore we used ERDAS Imagine software
‘layer stack’ function to composite these 6 bands into one image.
3) After each of these parent datasets were layer stacked to create composites (Fig 10), they
were then renamed to identify ‘path’ and ‘row’, the initiative area, and the year it
represents. Additionally, all composites were converted to WGS_1984_UTM 15, using
‘project raster’ feature. This was our coordinate system of analysis for all other data
layers. The resulting composites were stored in their parent initiative area folder
(CP_TM, LM_TM, MRCW_TM, and TMC_TM) under a subfolder Composite.
4) Composites were overlaid with initiative area boundaries. Then the initiative area
boundary polygons were used to clip each scene to accommodate the best parts of each
composite (Fig 11). These Area of Interest polygons were stored in their parent initiative
area folder (CP_TM, LM_TM, MRCW_TM, and TMC_TM) under a subfolder
Composite, with the name reflecting the ‘path’ and ‘row’ and the initiative area.
5) We used these polygons to create Area Of Interests (AOI) in ERDAS Imagine software
and to create ‘subset’ images of the composites (Fig 12) so that later they can be
mosaicked together seamlessly.
6) Steps 4 and 5 were repeated for each of the nine years and for each of the four initiative
areas. (Some initiative areas had more pieces than others, this depended on the extent of
coverage by the TM images that were downloaded. The results of this analysis were
hundreds of pieces of satellite images covering the entire study area. Clips of each
initiative area were titled according to ‘path’, ‘row’ and year, and stored in a folder called
Clips under each of their respective initiative areas (See directory of files for reference).
7) Each of the clipped images was run through the water extraction model (Model 1) in
ERDAS Imagine Software. Files were names by ‘path’, ‘row’, year and stored under their
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designated initiative area folder in Water_Extraction subfolder. We then used the
‘reclassify’ function to reclassify all clips, where a value of 1 in a pixel indicates water
and all other values, not water (Fig 13), and stored them in a reclass folder by their
respective initiative areas.
8) After each clip was reclassified, we used the ‘raster calculator’ to add pixels within each
clipped portion of the initiative area across all nine years (Fig 14). These files were
exported and stored as ‘path’, ‘row’, initiative area, and an ‘add’ designation in the
Ephemeral folder.
9) Each of these pieces was then clipped again, using the ‘extract by mask’ tool to each of
their respective initiative area clip polygons (Fig 15). These files were saved as ‘initiative
area’, ‘path’, ‘row’and a designation ‘ephem’ in the regional_ephem_wet folder.
10) Each of the pieces for their respective initiative area were mosaicked, and once again
clipped to the area of their respective initiative area boundary (Fig 16 and Fig 17). These
files were saved as ‘initiative area’ and a designation ‘ephem_wet’ in the
regional_ephem_wet folder.
11) These final clipped hydroperiod designations by initiative area were saved as ‘initiative
area’ and a designation ‘_ephem’ in the EPHEM_byIA folder.
12) The product was a discrete raster depicting the landscape as a number of years out of a
possible of nine that we extracted surface water from each pixel. We then reclassified the
datasets using the ‘reclassify’ function and considered wetlands that were inundated > 2
years to be suitable (1) and those that were inundated <3 out of the possible 9 years to be
unsuitable (0) (Fig 18). These reclassifications were done by initiative area and the
resulting products were stored in wet_rec subfolder under Ephemeral folder.
13) We then converted the raster datasets to polygons using the ‘raster to polygon’ function.
Finally, all four initiative area polygons for hydroperiod were merged to represent total
surface water on the landscape (from 3 to 9, indicating the number of years that pixel,
30x30 meters, was inundated). This layer, titled WGC_SurfaceWater.shp (Fig 19) was
used in appendix D and E to exclude areas that are inundated at least three or more years
out of nine.
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Figure 11: Chenier Plain satellite image breakdown
Figure 10: Sample satellite image (Central LA)

Figure 12: Sample Extracted satellite images for surface water extraction (Chenier Plain)
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Model 1

Band1+Band4

Clip Satellite Image
Input

Band1+Band2

Temporary file1

Temporary file2

TempFile1+Band7

TempFile2+Band3

Temporary file 4

Temporary file 3

TempFile3/TempFile4

Output File

Source: http://web.pdx.edu/~emch/ip1/bandcombinations.html
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Figure 13: Example of surface water available during one year (Chenier Plain)
Add all nine years per region using ‘raster calculator’

Figure 14: Example of surface water availability across 9 years

Figure 15: LA Chenier Plain
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Figure 16: Mosaic of all surface water
datasets for the Chenier Plain

Figure 17: Chenier Plain final dataset clipped to
study area
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Figure 18: Chenier Plain landscape inundated 3 or more years out of 9

Figure 19: Western Gulf Coast landscape inundated 3 or more years out of 9
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Appendix I: Derivation of Salt Marsh Parameter for Brood Habitat Exclusion
Source:
Gulf Coast Joint Venture Technical Review Team, Lafayette, LA (Sasser et al. 2008, Enwright et
al. 2014)
1) We received two raster datasets (stored in Marsh_delineations folder) (Fig 20 and Fig
21) from the Gulf Coast Joint Venture, one for delineating salt marsh in Texas, the other,
in Louisiana.
2) We converted both raster datasets to polygon files, using the ‘raster to polygon’ feature.
The resulting layers were la_marsh.shp and tx_marsh.shp. We then exported all
polygons with a gridcode of 4 (4 category designates salt marsh), to produce layers
Salt_Marsh_LA.shp and Salt_Marsh_TX.shp. We merged the Louisiana salt marsh
polygon layer and the Texas salt marsh polygon layer to produce one file,
WGC_Salt_Marsh.shp (Fig 22), identifying salt marsh along the coast of the WGC
region.
3) This salt marsh data layer will be used in Appendix J to exclude all wetland habitat that is
considered salt marsh. All data layers for this process were stored in Marsh_delineations
folder.
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Figure 20: Delineation of Coastal Marsh types for Louisiana (Sasser et al. 2008, Enwright
et al. 2014)

Figure 21: Delineation of Coastal Marsh types for Texas (Sasser et al. 2008, Enwright et
al. 2014)
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Figure 22: Delineation of Coastal Salt Marsh in the Western Gulf Coast
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Appendix J: Derivation of the Suitable Wetland Type Layer
This methodology was outlined and executed by the Gulf Coast Joint Venture Team in Lafayette,
LA. The following methodology combines a number of different spatial layers associated with
wetland classification.
Here is a brief summary of the steps involved in our refinement. Unless otherwise stated, these
steps were applied identically to all initiative areas.
1) We identified the pixels that were revealed by the hydroperiod classification to be wet
9 out of 9 years. We used aerial images to verify that all areas in identified as surface
water 9 out of 9 years are not urban or developed areas. Those areas were removed
from the dataset manually with visual inspection.
2) We intersected pixels identified in Step 1 with water bodies classified as
“Perennial Lakes and Ponds” (Feature Code = 39004) in the National Hydrography
Dataset (NHD).
3) Polygons resulting from Step 2 were “exploded” to convert multipart polygons to
single part polygons, and their areas recalculated.
4) We identified and exported polygons resulting from Step 3 that were >2,000 acres in
size; these polygons were retained for subsequent use in Step 6. The 2,000 acre
threshold was based on discussions with Jena Moon and observations of the
consequences of various “test” thresholds. Although various combinations of NWI
classifications and size thresholds were explored for their utility in identifying large
water bodies that should not be considered mottled duck brood-rearing habitat, we
ultimately discovered that apparent inconsistent NWI classification among regions
rendered NWI classes of limited value for this step.
5) From the overall hydroperiod classification, we removed all pixels that were wet 0, 1,
or 2 out of 9 years. We used the resulting layer as the starting point for all subsequent
refinements.
6) From the layer generated in Step 5, we removed the polygons >2,000 acres in size that
were identified in Step 4. This effectively removed those large water bodies that
should not be considered mottled duck habitat, without also removing other large
water bodies that are known to be valuable brood-rearing habitat for mottled ducks.
7) We used the Identity function to assign NWI classification codes to the water that
remained from Step 6.
8) From the layer generated in Step 7, we removed the following NWI classes:
a.
All Riverine
b.
All Marine
c.
All Palustrine Forested
d.
All Palustrine Scrub shrub
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e.
All PUBHx (Palustrine, unconsolidate bottom, permanently flooded,
excavated) – This targeted the identification and removal of dug-outs, borrowpits, etc.
f.
All E1UBLx (Estuarine, subtidal, unconsolidated bottom, subtidal,
excavated) – This primarily targeted the GIWW and other canals
g.
Identified all E1UBL and manually edited to remove additional navigation
canals. This step was performed for all IAs except the Texas Mid-Coast, because
wetlands bearing this classification within the TMC were quite different from
those in all other IAs, with very, very few of them being canals. This and the
previous bullet are good examples of how identical features are classified by NWI
inconsistently among (and sometimes within) regions.
9) We removed all wetlands that fell within areas identified as “urban” by the 2010
Census data layer. This was deemed necessary because we discovered the
hydroperiod classification consistently identified various features within some
industrial and residential areas as water. For example, several refineries along the
Texas coast apparently returned signatures that were consistently classified as
water. Although application of an “urban mask” addressed a majority of these areas,
there may still be a need for additional scrutiny and manual editing of the final water
layer in this regard. Although we acknowledged that subsequent steps in the MODU
DST model will probably eliminate these areas, we didn’t want to take that chance
when we had an easy solution at hand to address the majority of these areas.
10) We removed polygons matching the following Feature Codes in NHD to remove
areas that were not addressed by NWI classes identified in Step 8:
a.
33600: canal/ditch
b.
39009 – 39012: lake/pond (there were very, very few polygons matching
these codes; thus we applied a manual editing approach rather than the 2,000 acre
threshold as before)
c.
45403: special use zone/spoil area
d.
46006: perennial stream/river
11) We performed a final series of manual edits to address easily identifiable “odd-ball”
areas that were not adequately addressed by any of the previous steps, including the
following:
a.
Removal of “sliver” polygons along the GIWW and other canals within the
Chenier Plain
b.
Removal of 4-6 odd-ball NHD polygons near the mouth of the MS River
and within Grand Lake in the Chenier Plain, Louisiana
c.
Removal of nuclear cooling pond in Texas Mid-coast
12) The resulting four shape files (one for each initiative area) are CP_Wetlands.shp,
LM_Wetlands.shp, MRCW_Wetlands.shp, and TMC_Wetlands.shp store under
Wetlands folder, subfolder Wetlands_Z15.
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Appendix K: Derivation of Currently Suitable Brood-Rearing Habitat
To determine the currently suitable brood-rearing habitat in the WGC, we needed to divide
the selection process into three steps. The first step is to determine which areas are currently
suitable brood rearing habitat based on surface water available in at least 3 out of 9 years and the
wetland type. The second step is to include rice as currently suitable brood-rearing habitat in the
agricultural zone of the WGC and assign rice fields a hydroperiod parameter of 3 (because rice
fields are usually flooded on a 2 or 3 year rotation). The last step is to include National Wetlands
Inventory wetland basins that have a modifier (L,V,F,H,T,M,G,Z) which indicate permanently or
regularly flooded basins but were not identified as suitable brood-rearing habitat by the water
extraction analysis.
STEP1: Identifying currently suitable brood-rearing habitat in the WGS using
hydroperiod and wetland type
1) We first merged all four wetland type datasets (CP_Wetlands.shp, LM_Wetlands.shp,
MRCW_Wetlands.shp, and TMC_Wetlands.shp) using the ‘merge’ function.
2) We then used the ‘dissolve’ function to make this dataset one large multipart polygon.
3) Next we used the ‘intersect’ function to select only those areas that had at least a 3 year
hydroperiod, expressed as the surface water layer, WGC_SurfaceWater.shp, derived in
Appendix G, and fell within one of the basins designated as having a suitable wetland
type.
4) Because some of these basins and hydroperiod designations fell within rice fields, as
inherent error in reclassification of spatial data, we removed all areas in rice cultivation,
WGC_Rice.shp, using the ‘erase’ function. Additionally, we removed all areas classified
as salt marsh, WGC_Salt_Marsh.shp, a layer we derived in appendix I.
5) Finally, we dissolved the layer once again and converted from multipart to singlepart in
order to calculate area for all separate polygons. Our resulting layer
WGC_BroodRearingHAB.shp was stored in the Wetlands folder. All these steps were
performed using one model (Caution: model requires a large memory and a great deal of
Ram, may not work due to large files).
6) After we have calculated area for each suitable wetland polygon, we removed all
polygons that were less than 900 square meters (30X30 pixel) because one pixel was our
designated unit of measure for brood-rearing habitat. This was chosen in order to avoid
areas that were extremely small due to the processing of different layers. Final layer is
depicted in Figure 23.
STEP 2: Identifying rice fields in rotation as currently suitable brood-rearing habitat in the
agricultural zone (regardless of the hydroperiod parameter)
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1) We used the ‘dissolve’ function and the ‘multipart to signlepart’ function to dissolve and
converted multipart to singlepart the layer created in Appendix C, WGC_Rice.
2) We then clipped the dataset to the WGC_Agricultural_Zone boundary created in
Appendix B. We generated the WGC_Rice_AgZone layer and added a field HYDRO to
the attribute table which we populated with the assigned hydroperiod of 3 out of 9 years
inundated. Although rice fields are flooded on a two or three year rotation, mottled duck
experts and biologist agree that they may be vital habitat during the brood-rearing season.
3) We stored all files in the Wet_Rice folder under the Wetlands directory.
STEP 3: Identifying National Wetlands Inventory basins with modifiers L,V,F,H,T,M,Z,
and G (regardless of hydroperiod).
1) We started with National Wetlands Inventory datasets for Texas and Louisiana
(NWI_TX and NWI_LA), clipped to the coastal boundary of the study area,
WGC_Coastal_Zone.
2) We merged the NWI for Texas and for Louisiana using the ‘merge’ function to create
WGC_NWI dataset.
3) We removed the polygons >2,000 acres in size that were identified in Appendix I,
NHD_lakes_2000acres. This effectively removed those large water bodies that should
not be considered mottled duck habitat, without also removing other large water bodies
that are known to be valuable brood-rearing habitat for mottled ducks
4) We removed polygons, NHD_classes_ToBe_Removed, matching the following Area
Codes in NHD to remove areas that were not addressed by NWI classes:
a.
33600: canal/ditch
b.
39009 – 39012: lake/pond (there were very, very few polygons matching
these codes; thus we applied a manual editing approach rather than the 2,000 acre
threshold as before)
c.
45403: special use zone/spoil area
d.
46006: perennial stream/river
5) We also removed all areas that were identifying as Salt Marsh, WGC_Salt_Marsh, in
Appendix I, and the Currently Suitable Brood-rearing habitat,
WGC_BroodRearingHAB, identified in STEP 2 of this process. This affectively
removed those areas that were already identified as currently suitable brood-rearing
habitat without double counting the same basins.
6) We removed all wetlands that fell within areas identified as “urban” by the 2010 Census
data layer, UrbanAreas_WGC. Although application of an “urban mask” addressed a
majority of these areas, there may still be a need for additional scrutiny and manual
editing of the final water layer in this regard.
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7) We manually removed the following NWI classes using the ‘edit’ function:
a.
All Riverine
b.
All Marine
c.
All Palustrine Forested
d.
All Palustrine Scrub shrub
8) Finally we removed all wetlands in the dataset that were not identified as one of the
modifiers (L,V,F,H,T,M,G,Z) describing a regularly or permanently flooded water
regime. We added a new field HYDRO and populated it with the assigned hydroperiod of
8 out of 9 years inundated. Although these wetland basins were not identified by the
hydroperiod parameter as suitable in step 2, mottled duck experts and biologists agree
that they are still vital mottled duck habitat but maybe too vegetated for surface water
extraction to pick up the water signature.
9) The final layer that was produced NWI_Basins_withModifiers_toAdd was stored in the
Wet_basins_withModifiers.
The three pieces (NWI_Basins_withModifiers_toAdd, WGC_Rice_AgZone, and
WGC_BroodRearingHAB) created in the steps above will remain separated for the purposes of
prioritization by hydroperiod. However, in order to prioritize by wetland density and to use the
layer as an erase feature for currently suitable nesting habitat they must be merged through the
following process.
STEP 4: Producing Final Brood Rearing Habitat Layer
1) We merged the three wetland layers derived in the previous steps using the ‘merge’
function. We then removed all areas, UrbanAreas_WGC, that are identified as Urban
Areas by the US census data. This was performed again because the rice layer did not
undergo this refinement.
2) We then dissolved and converted the shapefile to singlepart using the ‘dissolve’ and
multipart to singlepart; functions. The final layer produced is
MODU_BroodRearing_Habitat_WGC.
3) Finally we used Aerial imaging to manually remove polygons which were designated as
suitable brood rearing habitat based on hydroperiod but were actually urban or industrial
centers. This occurred because the surface water extraction model sometimes picks up
bring pavements and roof tops of industrial and urban complexes as standing water. The
final layer was edited through visual inspection and stored as
WGC_BroodRrearingHAB in the FINAL_Parameters_Layers folder, subfolder
BroodRearing.
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Step 1
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Step 2

Step 3
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Step 4
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Figure 23: Currently suitable brood-rearing habitat in the Western Gulf Coast (excludes distance
to currently suitable nesting habitat parameter)
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Appendix L: Prioritizing Currently Suitable Nesting and Brood Rearing Habitat
1) We used the two layers created for suitable nesting habitat (WGC_NestingHAB.shp)
and brood-rearing habitat (WGC_BroodRearingHAB.shp) to create 1 mile buffers
around each layer using the ‘buffer’ function. The two resulting polygons are
BROOD_HAB_1mileBuff.shp and NESTING_HAB_1mileBuff.shp, stored in their
respective folders (Nesting and BroodRearing).
2) We then used the ‘intersect’ function to identify all areas of nesting habitat that are within
1 mile of currently suitable brood-rearing habitat and vice versa for brood-rearing habitat.
The two resulting layers are WGC_NestingPatches.shp and WGC_BroodPatches.shp,
stored in their respective folders (Nesting and BroodRearing). These two layers
represent our final nesting and brood rearing currently suitable habitat for mottled ducks
prior to prioritization.
3) We then converted each of the two layers to raster format using the ‘polygon to raster’
function. Our inputs in the conversion process were by ‘gridcode’ and a size of ‘30x30’
meter pixel. The two output raster datasets are nest_raster and brood_raster, stored in
their respective folders (Nesting and BroodRearing).
4) Next we reclassified the raster datasets so that NoData pixels received a value of 0 and all
nesting or brood rearing pixels a value of 1. The two product raster datasets are
brood_raster2 and nest_raster2, stored in their respective folders (Nesting and
BroodRearing).
5) We then used ‘focal statistics’ to calculate an average for the center pixel in a 1-mile
radius moving circle kernel. This moving window analysis allowed us to quantify priority
of nesting habitat and brood-rearing habitat based on the density of each habitat type. The
resulting raster datasets are brood_fuzzy and nest_fuzzy, stored in their respective
folders (Nesting and BroodRearing).
6) For nesting habitat we prioritized patches based only on size, density of nesting patches,
density of suitable brood-rearing wetlands and distance to suitable brood-rearing
wetlands. Using the ‘statistics function’ is a way to account for size and density of
nesting habitat within a 1 mile radius circular landscape. We now multiplied that
nest_fuzzy raster by a factor of 10, for combination with wetlands habitat later in the
process. The resulting layer is nest_fuzz10.
7) For suitable wetland habitat prioritization we not only used density of wetlands, density
of suitable nesting habitat and distance to suitable nesting habitat as the priority
parameters, but we also included hydroperiod. Density of Wetlands and density of
suitable nesting habitat would account for 75% of the final priority ranking, therefore we
multiplied the brood_fuzzy raster dataset by 0.75 using the ‘raster calculator’ function to
derive brood_fuzz75. In order to accommodate hydroperiod as parameter for
prioritization (the remaining 25% of the rank) we followed these steps:
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a. We used the WGC_BroodRearingHAB.shp file that was derived in Step 1 of
Appendix K was stored in the Wetlands folder, and the CP_range.shp,
MRCW_range.shp, TMC_range.shp, LM_range.shp files to break down the
currently suitable WGC wetlands into four regions (by initiative area):
cp_forHydro_mean.shp, lm_forHydro_mean.shp,
mrcw_forHydro_mean.shp, and tmc_forHydro_mean.shp shape files using the
‘clip’ function (this was done because the large file is too big for the zonal
statistics process that follows.
b. We then loaded the WGC_ephem raster dataset and used ‘zonal statistics’ to
calculate the average hydroperiod for each currently suitable wetland patch in the
WGC using the individual initiative area wetland shapefiles
(cp_wet_forHydro.shp, lm_wet_forHydro.shp, mrcw_wet_forHydro.shp, and
tmc_wet_forHydro.shp). Again this was done one initiative area at a time
because the files are too large to run as one process. Our resulting raster datasets
were tm_hydro_mean, lm_hydro_mean, cp_hydro_mean, and
mr_hydro_mean.
c. We then mosaicked the four raster datasets together to get one continuous WGC
dataset of currently suitable wetland patches with an average hydroperiod
measure, WGC_hydro.
d. Next we used ‘raster calculator’ and the function INT() to convert WGC_hydro
from a continuous raster to one based on integer values, WGC_hy_int
e. We then used the ‘reclassify’ function to reclassify the raster based on the
following: mean hydroperiod
New Value
0
6
1
6
2
6
3
6
4
7
5
8
6
9
7
10
8
9
9
8
NoData
NoData
f. The resulting dataset is WGC_int_rec. This was done because those
hydroperiods that were less than 3 years out of nine represented rice fields or
other wetlands that were only inundated on the wettest years. These brood-rearing
patches may serve as good habitat, but they are not as high priority as those that
are more frequently inundated. Additionally those wetlands that are inundated 8
or 9 years out of 9 may represent deep water that may support alligator
populations.
g. We also assigned the rice layer, WGC_Rice_AgZone, produced in STEP 2 of
Appendix K a value of 3 (hydroperiod value of 6), based on the justification
above and converted it to a raster, using the ‘polygon to raster’ tool. The resulting
layer, rice_hydro, was stored in hydro_meanForWetlands folder to be used
later in an all-encompassing hydroperiod merge.
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h. We also assigned the basins with specific water regime modifiers,
NWI_Basins_withModifiers_toAdd, produced in STEP 3 of Appendix K a
value of 8 (hydroperiod value of 9), based on the justification above and
converted it to a raster, using the ‘polygon to raster’ tool. The resulting layer,
basins_hydro, was stored in hydro_meanForWetlands folder to be used later in
an all-encompassing hydroperiod merge.
i. We then mosaicked all three hydroperiod value datasets into one before the final
scale adjustment which will indicate that hydroperiod of a wetland accounts for
25% of the priority value.
j. Although our scale is from 0 to 1, we needed to adjust the scale to 0 to 10 because
the reclassification function does not allow non-integer values. This scale will be
adjusted later in the process when we multiply the raster dataset accounting for
hydroperiod by 0.025 rather than 0.25.
k. Next we ran a ‘zonal statistics’ analysis, again with a mile radius moving circle on
the landscape, to calculate the average hydroperiod per pixel based on the new
reclassified values. Our resulting dataset is hydro_fuzzy.
l. We then multiplied the raster dataset using ‘raster calculator’ by 0.025 to derive a
dataset that represent 25% of the priority ranking of our wetland patches. The
resulting dataset is hydro_25.
m. Finally we added the brood_fuzz75 raster dataset and the hydro_25 raster dataset
using the ‘raster calculator’ to produce a brood_fuzzII file, which displays the
priority ranking from 0 to 1 of each wetland patch based on the four prioritization
parameters. We multiplied this raster dataset by 10 using the ‘raster calculator’
function (brood_fuzz210) so we may combine our wetland prioritized patches
and our grassland prioritized patches on a landscape scale.
8) Because our highest priority habitats are those that are in a tightly knit matrix of nesting
habitat and brood-rearing habitat, we added nest_fuzzy and brood_fuzz210 using the
‘raster calculator’ to produce a dataset (grasslands) that showed prioritization within the
nesting patch based on distance from suitable brood-rearing habitat and density of broodrearing habitat, as well as based on the size of the nesting patch and density of
surrounding nesting patches in the landscape. We performed the same process for the
brood rearing habitat using the brood_fuzzII and the nest_fuzz10 raster datasets to
produce a file (wetlands) that showed a similar prioritization scheme as the one
described above for nesting patches.
9) Finally, since we are only interested in prioritizing what is already considered currently
suitable nesting and brood-rearing patches, rather than the whole landscape of the WGC,
we used the ‘extract by mask’ function to clip out the raster datasets for grasslands and
wetlands to the boundaries of WGC_NestPatch.shp and WGC_BroodPatch.shp
respectively. The final products were titled grasslands2 and wetlands2 and were saved
as a MODU_DST_MAP.mxd. The final output map can be seen in the results section of
the report.
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Appendix M: Identifying Wetland Basins for Freshwater Enhancement
1) We clipped the US Cropland Data Layer 2011 to the
MODU_range_byInitiativeArea.shp to produce cdl2011
2) We reclassified the raster dataset where:
a. High, Medium, Low and Open Development
b. Deciduous, Evergreen, and Mixed Forest
c. Woody Wetlands
Were considered unsuitable (0), while all other classifications were considered as suitable
(1) areas for wetland enhancement. We produced a new raster dataset with these
reclassifications cdl_stbl_enh.
3) We used the ‘raster to polygon’ tool to convert the raster to a vector dataset and remove
all areas with a gridcode of ‘0’, unsuitable for wetland enhancement. This new data layer
cdl_rec was used for subsequent refinement.
4) We removed all areas that were classified as urban areas by the TIGER US urban census
data, UrbanAreas_WGC.shp and all those areas identified as salt marsh
WGC_SaltMarsh.shp in Appendix I.
5) We also downloaded National Wetlands Inventory datasets for Texas and Louisiana
(NWI_TX.shp and NWI_LA.shp)
6) We merged the NWI for Texas and for Louisiana using the ‘merge’ function to create
WGC_NWI.shp dataset.
7) We removed polygons >2,000 acres in size that were identified in Appendix I,
NHD_lakes2000acres.shp, This effectively removed those large water bodies that
should not be considered mottled duck habitat, without also removing other large water
bodies that are known to be valuable brood-rearing habitat for mottled ducks.
8) We removed polygons matching the following Feature Codes in NHD to remove areas
that were not addressed by NWI classes:
a.
33600: canal/ditch
b.
39009 – 39012: lake/pond (there were very, very few polygons matching
these codes; thus we applied a manual editing approach rather than the 2,000 acre
threshold as before)
c.
45403: special use zone/spoil area
d.
46006: perennial stream/river
9) We removed all areas that had a hydroperiod of at least 3 out of 9 years,
WGC_SurfaceWater.shp.
10) We removed all areas that were already identified as currently suitable brood rearing
habitat FINAL_BroodHABITAT.
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11) Using the edit function we removed the following NWI classes from the resulting
Basins_forEnhancement:
a.
All Riverine
b.
All Marine
c.
All Palustrine Forested
d.
All Palustrine Scrub shrub
e.
All PUBHx (Palustrine, unconsolidate bottom, permanently flooded,
excavated) – This targeted the identification and removal of dug-outs, borrowpits, etc.
f.
All E1UBLx (Estuarine, subtidal, unconsolidated bottom, subtidal,
excavated) – This primarily targeted the GIWW and other canals
g.
Identified all E1UBL and manually edited to remove additional navigation
canals. This step was performed for all IAs except the Texas Mid-Coast, because
wetlands bearing this classification within the TMC were quite different from
those in all other IAs, with very, very few of them being canals. This and the
previous bullet are good examples of how identical features are classified by NWI
inconsistently among (and sometimes within) regions.
12) We manually removed all wetland basins that had a modifier (L,V,F,H,T,M,Z,G) which
indicated permenantly or regularly flooded basins, therefore those areas that do not need
enhancement through fresh water input.
13) We then intersected the layers from step 4 and step 8. This process affectively excluded
all areas that are in the Salt Marsh or in Urban Areas which we do not want to consider
for freshwater enhancement.
14) We added the WGC_Rice_AgZone layer, as these landscapes are considered potential
vital habitat for freshwater enhancement during the mottled duck brood rearing season
using the ‘merge’ function.
15) We then performed a dissolve and a conversion from multipart polygon to singlepart
polygons. We calculated the area of each polygon and manually removed all polygons
that were less than 900 sq m, as this was our designated smallest unit of measure (30x30
m pixel). The resulting layer is Basins_forEnhancement_2.
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Step 1 through Step 4

Step 5 through Step 10
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Step 13 through Step 15
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Figure 24: Wetland basins for potential freshwater enhancement for mottled duck brood-rearing
habitat in the Western Gulf Coast
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Appendix N: Prioritizing Wetland Basins for enhancement
1) To prioritize basins for fresh water enhancement we used two parameters. We used
CurrentlySuitable_NestHAB and CurrentlySuitable_BroodHAB to create raster data
sets, brood_raster and nest_raster.
2) We then reclassified the two datasets where ‘NoData’ equals 0 and 1 equals 1. The two
created rasters are brood_raster2 and nest_raster2.
3) We then used the ‘focal analysis’ tool to calculate for each pixel the sum of all pixels in a
1 mile radius circle (53 pixels). The two calculated rasters are brood_focalsum and
nest_focalsum.
4) We then used the Final_Basins_forEnhancement to extract the average of the pixels
within the basins to assign a value to the basin that is based on both, the availability of
nesting habitat within a mile and the availability of brood rearing habitat within 1 mile.
5) We then had to perform a conversion of the scale where:
a. Brood raster extent is equal to 1-(brood-rearing habitat pixel average/highest
value)
b. Nesting raster extent is equal to nesting habitat pixel average/highest value
c. These files were stored in the ScaleConversion folder
We then added the two rasters using the raster calculator. The priority levels of the basins that
are subject for freshwater enhancement range from 2 to 0.
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Appendix O: Identifying Areas for Grassland Establishment
Source:
Gulf Coast Joint Venture Technical Review Team, Lafayette, LA (National Land Cover Datasets
1992, 2001, and 2006)
1) We used the ‘extract by mask’ tool to clip the US Cropland Data Layer 2011,
us_cdl2011¸ to the agricultural zone boundary layer, WGC_Agricultural_Zone.sh, and
produce a subset raster, cdl_agzone.
2) We then used the ‘reclassify’ tool to re-assign suitability values where:
a. High, Medium, Low and Open Development
b. Deciduous, Evergreen, Mixed Forest
c. Herbaceous Grassland, Idle/Fallow Cropland, Pasture/Hay
d. Herbaceous Wetland, Woody Wetland, Open Water
e. Aquaculture, Christmas Tree Farms
Were all assigned a value of ‘0’, unsuitable for grassland establishment. All other
Cropland Data Layer categories were assigned a value of ‘1’, suitable for grassland
establishment. Through the reclassification process we produced cdl_rec raster layer
3) We used the ‘raster to polygon’ tool to convert the resulting raster into a polygon feature
class, stbl_forGrass.shp. Using the Edit tool we manually removed all polygons with a
gridcode of ‘0’, unsuitable for grassland establishment.
4) In a separate but equally important process we identified areas that were previously
classified as Herbaceous Grassland, Idle/Fallow Cropland or Pasture/Hay in the National
Land Cover Database, but are currently (as of 2011 CDL) identified as forested areas.
This was done to identify those areas that are still in early forest successional stages and
could potentially be converted back into grassland for mottled duck nesting activities.
5) We used the ‘reclassify’ tool to re-assign suitability values to the cdl_agzone layer
produced in step 1. However, this time suitability values were assigned where:
Deciduous, Evergreen, Mixed Forest and Christmas Tree Farms were assigned a value of
‘1’, potentially suitable, and all other categories were assigned a value of ‘0’. This
process produced a raster dataset, cdl_forest, which identifies all areas in forest in 2011.
6) We used the ‘raster to polygon’ tool to convert the resulting raster into a vector dataset,
forest.shp. Using the Edit tool we manually removed all polygons with a gridcode of ‘0’,
unsuitable for grassland establishment.
7) We clipped the NLCD data layers (1992_nlcd, 2001_nlcd, and 2006_nlcd) provided by
the Gulf Coast Joint Venture Science Review Team to the WGC_Agricultural_Zone.sh
to produce three subsets (1992_clip, 2001_clip, and 2006_clip) of the datasets.
8) We then identified all areas that are classified as Cultivated, Grassland Herbaceous,
Pasture/Hay, Fallow, Row Crops, or Small Grains by the NLCD classification. We used
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the ‘reclassify’ tool to assign these categories a value of ‘1’, suitable, and all other
categories a value of ‘0’, unsuitable for grassland establishment. We produced three files,
1992_rec, 2001_rec, and 2006_rec.
9) We used the ‘raster to polygon’ tool to convert each of the three files in the previous step
to polygon feature classes (1992.shp, 2001.shp, and 2005.shp).
10) Using the ‘merge’ and ‘dissolve’ tools, we combined the three files into one spatial
dataset, NLCD_merge.shp. All files associated with the National Land Cover Data were
stored in a subdirectory folder, NLCD.
11) We then used the ‘intersect’ tool to combine the forest.shp and NLCD_merge.shp to
identify those areas that were previously cultivated lands but have been abandoned and
are currently in early forest successional stages. As these were assumed to have potential
for grassland establishment.
12) We then used the ‘merge’ tool to merge the temporary file created in the previous step to
combine it with the polygon layer produced in step 3, stbl_forGrass.shp.
13) We then removed all urban areas, delineated by the US census data
(UrbanAreas_WGC) and all areas identified as currently suitable brood-rearing habitat
by the Currently Suitable Mottled Duck Habitat Model
(WGC_BroodRearing_HAB.shp), using the ‘erase’ tool.
14) We used ‘merge’ tool to combine the resulting temporary file dataset with the Rice layer
for the agricultural zone (WGC_Rice_AgZone.shp) and used the ‘intersect’ function to
limit our spatial analysis to only those areas that were within 1 mile of currently suitable
brood-rearing habitat, BROOD_HAB_1mileBuff.shp.
15) Finally, we recalculated the area for each polygon for possible grassland establishment
and removed, using the manual edit function, all polygons that were less than 1 acre in
size (approximately 5 pixels).
16) The final product is a file (FINAL_Areas_STBL_forGrass_Establishment.shp) that
identifies all areas where there is potential for grassland establishment. This file will be
used in the next step of the process where prioritization of suitable areas for
establishment will be given rank from 0 to 1’ 1 being the most vital areas for grassland
establishment.
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Step 11 through Step 15
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Figure 25: Areas for potential grassland establishment for mottled duck nesting habitat in the
Western Gulf Coast
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Appendix P: Prioritizing Areas for Grassland Establishment
The prioritization process for establishing grassland habitat that could benefit mottled duck
nesting activities and increase nesting success is divided into four distinct steps. There are a
number of landscape metrics that need to be considered in order to determine where grassland
establishment will yield the biggest return on investment. Our conceptual framework is centered
around increasing the size and decreasing the edge-to-interior ratios of already existing nesting
habitat, while also focusing on areas that are closer to currently suitable brood-rearing habitat.
STEP 1: Calculating Shortest Straight-line Distance from Wetlands of Suitable Type and
Hydroperiod to Areas of Potential Grassland Establishment
Our rationale for including this parameter as part of the prioritization process was that those
areas with potential for grassland establishment that are closer to brood-rearing habitat are a
higher priority for grassland establishment.
1) We started by exporting the already created currently suitable brood-rearing habitat layer
(WGC_BroodRearingHAB.shp) in Appendix K to our newly created subdirectory for
analysis of distance to areas of potential grassland establishment (folder
Distance_Analysis subfolder Dist_toBrood).
2) We then used the ‘Euclidean Distance’ tool to produce a raster dataset with 30×30 meter
pixel size that calculates straight line distances from the brood-rearing habitat polygons to
each potential grassland establishment pixel within 1 mile of the wetland (dist_toBrood).
3) The file created extends far beyond our area of interest for grassland establishment,
therefore we used the ‘extract by mask’ tool to clip the dataset to the boundary of
WGC_Agricultural_Zone.shp (produced in Appendix B). We produced a new raster
file, dist_toBrood2.
4) The current file displays the distance in meters (30 meters/cell width and height),
therefore we used the ‘raster calculator’ tool to convert this measure to miles by dividing
the raster by 1,609.34 (the number of meters in 1 mile). The resulting raster,
dist_toBrood3, now displays distance as a measure of a fraction of a mile since all
distances are < 1 mile.
5) Again, because we are only considering grassland establishment measures in areas that
<1 mile from currently suitable brood-rearing habitat, we performed another ‘extract by
mask’ analysis. We limited our area of interest by clipping the resulting distance raster
layer to the BROOD_HAB_1mileBuff.shp produced in Appendix L. This process
affectively limited the maximum distance of the raster layer produced, dist_toBrood4, to
1 mile.
6) We used the ‘extract by mask’ tool to clip the raster layer produced in the last step to the
polygon boundaries of areas that we identified as potential for grassland establishment,
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FINAL_Areas_STBL_forGrass_Establishment.shp (Appendix O). We produced file
dist_broodhab and stored in subfolder Final_prioritization_rasters.
7) We used the ‘reclassify’ function to reassign values to pixels based on equal tenths of a
mile intervals and produced a new raster file with an attribute table, dist_brood2
Old Values
New Values
0
0.100
10
0.1001 0.200
9
0.2001 0.300
8
0.3001 0.400
7
0.4001 0.500
6
0.5001 0.600
5
0.6001 0.700
4
0.7001 0.800
3
0.8001 0.900
2
0.9001 1.000
1
1.0001 2.999
0*
* The reason we have pixels of potential areas for grassland establishment that are more than 1
mile away (category 1.001 – 2.999) is because there were 11 wetland basins that were smaller
than the pixel width of 30 meters and did not get processed during the Euclidean Distance
Analysis. Of these basins only 8 had areas that could be considered for potential grassland
establishment, the total area of which accounted for only 0.63% of the total area in the Western
Gulf Coast where grassland establishment could be considered. For this reason, we did not
consider this a major source of error. However, it should be noted that this scenario does exist
and it is vital to use ground truthing techniques before implementing a specific management
strategy.
8) Finally we used the ‘raster calculator’ tool to multiply dist_brood2 raster file by 0.01.
This was done because the straight line distance to currently suitable brood-rearing
habitat accounted for only 10% of the total priority for grassland establishment score (0
to 1 scale).
9) The final straight line distance from currently suitable brood-rearing habitat has a scale
from 0 to 0.1 (10% of highest value 1 in the total prioritization scale). The file was stored
in Final_prioritzation_rasters under the name BroodDist_Val. It will be used in an
additive process after the last three parameters have been processed.
STEP 2: Calculating Shortest Straight-line Distance from Currently Suitable Nesting Land
Cover Type to Areas of Potential Grassland Establishment
Our second parameter for prioritizing pixels in the landscape potentially suitable for grassland
establishment includes their proximity to currently suitable nesting land cover type. For this
parameter, potentially suitable for grassland establishment would incur higher score the closer
they are located to currently suitable nesting land cover types.
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1) We started by exporting the already clipped Cropland Data Layer pieces that were
created in Appendix D and E (cdl_agzone and cdl_coastsone, respectively) to a new
subfolder Distance_toNestHab for Euclidean Distance analysis.
2) We used the ‘reclassify’ tool to reclassify the cdl_agzone raster according to the same
rules as in Appendix D (Fallow/Idle Cropland, Grassland Herbaceous, and Pasture/Hay
as suitable (1) land cover types for mottled duck nesting habitat. All other Category
Names were reclassified as unsuitable (0) land cover types for mottled duck nesting
habitat). We reclassified the cdl_coastzone raster according to the same rules as in
Appendix E (Fallow/Idle Cropland, Grassland Herbaceous, Herbaceous Wetland and
Pasture/Hay as suitable (1) land cover types for mottled duck nesting habitat. All other
Category Names were reclassified as unsuitable (0) land cover types for mottled duck
nesting habitat). This process generated two new raster files cdl_ag_rec and
cdl_coast_rec.
3) We used the ‘raster to polygon’ tool to convert both raster datasets produced in the last
step to feature classes, ag_grass.shp and coast_grass.shp. Additionally, using the ‘edit’
feature we manually deleted all categories classified as GRIDCODE ‘0’, which were
areas of unsuitable land cover type for mottled duck nesting activities.
4) We then combined the two files together and removed all areas inundated three or more
years out of nine (WGC_SurfaceWater.shp Appendix H), all areas in rice production
(WGC_Rice.sjp Appendix C), and all currently suitable brood-rearing habitat
(WGC_BroodRearingHAB.shp Appendix K).
5) Finally, we dissolved the layer and converted it to a singlepart feature using the
‘multipart to singlepart’ tool. This was necessary because the Euclidean Distance analysis
needs to consider each polygon as individual units from which to measure straight line
distances. The resulting polygon layer, Grass_forDistance_Analysis.shp, identifies all
areas that are of potentially suitable cover types for nesting habitat for mottled ducks. We
did not consider the minimum thresholds for size and edge-to-interior ratios applied in
the Currently Suitable Habitat model.
6) We then used the ‘Euclidean Distance’ tool to produce a raster dataset with 30×30 meter
pixel size that calculates straight line distances from the nesting land cover habitat
polygons in every direction to the pixels of potentially suitable for grassland
establishment (dist_toNest).
7) The file created extends far beyond our area of interest for grassland establishment,
therefore we used the ‘extract by mask’ tool to clip the dataset to the boundary of
WGC_Agricultural_Zone.shp (produced in Appendix B). We produced a new raster
file, dist_toNest2.
8) The current file displays the distance in meters (30 meters/cell width and height),
therefore we used the ‘raster calculator’ tool to convert this measure to miles by dividing
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the raster by 1,609.34 (the number of meters in 1 mile). The resulting raster,
dist_toNest3, displays distance as a measure of a fraction of a mile.
9) Again, because we are only considering grassland establishment measures in areas that
<1 mile from currently suitable brood-rearing habitat, we performed another ‘extract by
mask’ analysis. We limited our area of interest by clipping the resulting distance raster
layer to the BROOD_HAB_1mileBuff.shp produced in Appendix L. This process
affectively limited the maximum distance of the raster layer produced, dist_toNest4, to 1
mile from currently suitable nesting habitat.
10) We used the ‘extract by mask’ tool to clip the raster layer produced in the last step to the
polygon boundaries of areas that we identified as potential for grassland establishment,
FINAL_Areas_STBL_forGrass_Establishment.shp (Appendix O). We produced file
dist_nesthab and stored in subfolder Final_prioritization_rasters.
11) We used the ‘reclassify’ function to reassign values to pixels based on equal tenths of a
mile intervals and produced a new raster file with an attribute table, dist_nest2
Old Values
New Values
0
0.100
10
0.1001 0.200
9
0.2001 0.300
8
0.3001 0.400
7
0.4001 0.500
6
0.5001 0.600
5
0.6001 0.700
4
0.7001 0.800
3
0.8001 0.900
2
0.9001 1.000
1
1.0001 1.999
0
12) Finally we used the ‘raster calculator’ tool to multiply dist_nest2 raster file by 0.01. This
was done because the straight line distance to currently suitable grassland habitat
accounted for only 10% of the total priority for grassland establishment score (0 to 1
scale).
13) The straight-line distance from currently suitable grassland habitat has a scale from 0 to 0
.1 (10% of highest value 1 in the total prioritization scale). The file was stored in
Final_prioritzation_rasters under the name NestDist_Val. It will be used in an additive
score including all 4 prioritization parameters.
STEP 3: Calculating the Grassland Value for Areas of Potential Grassland Establishment
Our rationale for including this parameter as part of the prioritization process was in those areas
surrounding currently suitable brood-rearing habitat where there was a higher proportion of
existing nesting habitat, the priority for grassland establishment should be lower. Thus,
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prioritization should be higher near current or potential brood-rearing wetlands with little-to-no
current nesting habitat.
1) We loaded the WGC_BroodRearingHAB.shp, and exported it to folder
MODU_DST_GrasslandEstablishment subfolder Grassland_Value_Analysis.
2) We then used the ‘Buffer’ function to create 1-mile buffers around each of the wetland
polygons. The resulting layer All_Wetland_Buffers.shp will be further limited by a
selection process.
3) We used the ‘select by location’ tool to limit our buffers to only those that intersected the
WGC_Agricultural_Zone.shp file (Appendix B). This was done because we are only
considering possible establishment activities in the agricultural zone. From the 112,133
individual buffers, we limited our analysis to 54,940 buffers in a new data layer,
WetlandBuffers_inArea_ofInterest.shp.
4) We then loaded the layer of potentially suitable grassland land cover types that we
created in STEP 2 above for the distance analysis. Because we used the same parameters
to delineate potentially suitable nesting habitat for both the distance analysis and the
grassland value analysis, we will not repeat the steps here (See STEP 2 above for detail
derivation of potentially suitable nesting habitat based on land cover type). We exported
the layer as Grass_forGV_Analysis.shp. These initial layers were stored in the
Initial_Input_Layers subfolder and will be used in the model to determine the Grassland
Value associated with the area around each potentially suitable brood-rearing wetland.
5) Due to the large number of polygons associated with wetland buffers in the agricultural
zone the analysis was divided into 11 subsets. (Due to computer processing limitations).
We broke up the 54,940 wetland buffer polygons into subsets of 5,000. This created 11
subsets, each of which is stored in its respective folder (Subset%value%).
6) We calculated the area, in square meters, for each of the 11 buffer subsets
(BUFF%value%.shp) and then created new layers by using the ‘erase’ function to
remove all potentially and currently suitable brood-rearing habitat. This produced 11
subset layers (BUFF%value%_noWet.shp) in each of their respective subset folders.
For each of these layers we recalculated the area, in square meters, as it will be used later
to determine the proportion of the buffer that is identified as potentially suitable nesting
habitat.
7) We used the ‘Iterate by Feature’ function in model builder and the ‘intersect’ function to
automatically draw one buffer at a time from the dataset, BUFF%value%_noWet.shp
(11 datasets) and intersect that polygon with the Grass_forGV_Analysis.shp. The output
of the intersect was stored in a file geodatabase Int_files. We also used the ‘dissolve’
function to dissolve each of the produced layers by Buffer ID and Buffer Area (Area
calculated before wetlands were erased). Each dissolved layer was stored in the
Diss_files geodatabase and the area of grassland that each buffer intersects was therefore
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automatically calculated. This step is important because we will need to retain the
individual buffer IDs so that a join can be performed later in the process.
8) After the process was repeated 11 times, switching the initial layer of input before the
‘Iterate Feature’ function in model builder and reassigning geodatabases for output to the
respective folder of the buffer dataset being analyzed, the resulting Diss_files
geodatabases each had 5,000 output files (Subset11 has 4,940 files).
9) We then used the ‘merge’ function to merge each of the 5,000 subset files into one
polygon feature class (MERGE_%value%) resulting in 11 merged files, each in their
respective subset folders.
10) Next we added a new attribute field to each of the 11 merged files and titled it GV
(abbreviation for Grassland Value), and we used the field calculator option to populate
the field with the value (1-GV), where GV was the proportion of nesting habitat area
relative to the total non-wetland areas within the buffer.
Specifically, GV was calculated as follows:
GV= area of suitable nesting habitat within 1- mile buffer
Total non-wetland area within 1- mile buffer
This calculation (1-GV) allowed us to rank the area around each of the brood-rearing wetlands
based on the amount of existing grassland habitat, such that areas containing greater amounts of
grassland habitat received lower ranking for grassland establishment than areas near wetlands
that currently do not contain much grassland (nesting) habitat.
11) We then exported each attribute table for each subset datasets (GV_table_%value%)
and joined it with its respective original wetland buffer layer (BUFF%value%). This
process allowed joining the buffer with a specific individual ID to the Buffer ID retained
in the attribute table after the model has been run. In affect we are assigning an individual
Grassland Value to each of the 54,940 buffers. After the join, we export the data to a new
shapefile (GV_poly_forRaster_%value%) so as to retain the grassland value assigned
to each buffer.
12) We then used the ‘polygon to raster’ function to convert each of the polygon layers to
raster format. We designated the GV field as the output value field as the priority field,
therefore where there is overlap of GV for individual buffers, the higher grassland value
will be selected to create the raster. The cell size output was designated as 30 meters.
13) All of 11 raster datasets produced (gv_raster%value%) were then mosaicked into one
dataset GV_wgc_raster.
**Again, the initial buffer dataset (54,490 individual buffers) was divided into 11 subsets due to
the limitations in computing power. The steps described above remain the same for each of the
11 subsets. Additionally, some subsets (2,4,5,9,10, and 11) were further subdivided due to model
crashes and long processing time. These subfolders include subsections of the initial 5,000 buffer
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dataset. Use caution when joining datasets based on Buffer ID as each time a dataset is divided
the FID changes.**
14) We then used the raster calculator to multiply the raster dataset produced,
GV_wgc_raster, by 0.7 as this parameter accounts for 70% of the prioritization scheme
on a scale based from 0 to 1. The resulting raster, gv_wgc_final, was then clipped to the
area of interest for potential grassland enhancement produced in Appendix O. The final
layer gv_raster was stored in the Final_prioritization_rasters folder for later addition
to the other three parameters accounting for priority ranking.
STEP 4: Calculating Number of Currently Suitable Brood-Rearing Habitat 1-mile Buffer
Overlaps
Our rationale for including this parameter as part of the prioritization process was is
those areas with potential for grassland establishment adjacent to multiple brood-rearing
wetlands should be higher priority for grassland establishment because they have more options
for brood habitat close by. We deemed this beneficial because the area could support more
broods and provide a diversity of hydrologies among wetland basins that could be beneficial
across years of varying wetland conditions.
1) We started with a shapefile dataset created in the previous step,
WetlandBuffers_inArea_ofInterest.shp, which includes all potentially suitable
brood-rearing habitat and the surrounding area within 1 mile in the agricultural zone
based on wetland type and hydroperiod. We divided this dataset into 11 subsets
(54,940 buffers total) of 5,000 buffers each.
2) We then created a Python script that iteratively stepped through each of the 5,000
buffer datasets and created a raster layer for each buffer with a cell value of 1. We
repeated this process for each of the 11 subsets and designated the output as 1000
buffer subsets each in a separate geodatabase directory. Thus, each buffer included
values of 1 for each pixel within it.
3) Using the same Python script in Step 2 above, we combined all 1,000 buffers in each
of the subdirectories into one dataset
4) We then used the ‘raster calculator’ function to add each of the 1,000 buffer subsets
into 5,000 buffer subsets.
5) Finally we used the ‘mosaic to new raster’ setting the overlap area function to SUM,
to add the 11, 5,000 buffer subsets into one final buffer overlay,
Final_Brood_Buffers
6) We used the ‘extract by mask’ tool to clip the Final_Brood_Buffers raster to our
areas identified for potential grassland establishment,
FINAL_Areas_STBL_forGrass_Establishment.shp and produced file
brood_buff1.
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7) We used the ‘reclassify’ tool to reassign pixel values in the brood_buff1 according to
the following scale:
# of Overlapping Buffers
0–2
3–4
5–6
7–8
9 – 10
11 – 12
13 – 14
15 – 16
17 – 18
19 – 20 +

New Values
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

This files was stored as brood_buff2 in the WetlandBuffer_Overlap_ Analysis
folder.
8) Finally, we used the ‘raster calculator’ tool to multiply the brood_buff2 raster dataset
by .01 because the wetland buffer overlap parameter accounted for 10% of the
prioritization scheme on a scale based from 0 to 1. The resulting layer, buff_overlap
was stored in the Final_prioritization_rasters folder.

STEP 5: Adding All Four Prioritization Parameters
Our last step in determining a priority ranks for areas of potential grassland enhancement
was to add the four parameters. We used ‘raster calculator’ to add raster datasets brooddist_val,
nestdist_val, gv_raster, and buff_overlap. This process created an output raster that has a
priority scale from 0 to 1, 1 being areas that are highest priority for grassland establishment. This
layer was titled Grass_est and stored in the Final_prioritization_rasters folder. This layer also
contains metadata that describes the intended purpose of this dataset.

*** All three final models (and their respective raster dataset files) have metadata and are stored
as separate maps, for easy access in the main directory folder on a hard-drive***
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STEP 2: Step 4through Step 5

STEP 3: Steps 7 through Step 9

This input file changes

Re-assign geodatabases based on the buffer
subset being used as input
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STEP 4: Step 2

This input file changes (11 datasets)
Designate a different directory for
output each time a new input file is
used
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Appendix Q: Directory of all files included in the MODU DST
The following directory includes all primary input files and output files. However, intermediate
files which can be derived using the models provided are excluded from the directory. In order to
generate the intermediate files that appear in the models throughout the Decision Support Tool
Appendix of Methodology, import all input files in the model and run the model. Intermediate
files will be generated to the provided geodatabases for each of the models’ outputs.
MODU_DST_CurrentlySuitable
CDL_Ag (See Appendix D)
AG_NestingHAB_ID
Step1
Step2
cdl_agzone
us_cdl2011
NestingHab_Ag
CDL_Coast (See Appendix E)
Coast_NestingHAB_ID
Step1
Step2
cdl_coastzone
NestingHab_Coast
Ephemeral (See Appendix G)
regional_ephem_wet
EPHEM_byIA
cp_ephem
lm_ephem
mrcw_ephem
tmc_ephem
WGC_ephem
cp_ephem_wet
cp2339_ephem
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cp2340_ephem
cp2439_ephem
cp2539_ephem
lm_ephem_wet
lm2641_ephem
lm2642_ephem
mr_ephem_wet
mr2140_ephem
mr2239_ephem
mr2240_ephem
mr2339_ephem
tmc_ephem_wet
tmc2539_ephem
tmc2540_ephem
tmc2639_ephem
tmc2640_ephem
tmc2641_ephem
wet_rec
cp_rec
lm_rec
mrcw_rec
tmc_rec
cp_wet_poly
lm_wet_poly
mrcw_wet_poly
tmc_wet_poly
WGC_SurfaceWater
raster_add
raster_add
2140mrcw_add
2239mrcw_add
2240mrcw_add
2339mrcw_add
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2339cp_add
2340cp_add
2439cp_add
2539cp_add
2539tmc_add
2540tmc_add
2639tmc_add
2640tmc_add
2641tmc_add
2641lm_add
2641lm_add
FINAL_Parameter_Layers (See Appendix L)
BroodRearing
brood_fuzz210
brood_fuzz75
brood_fuzzII
brood_fuzzy
brood_raster
brood_raster2
BROOD_HAB_1mileBuff
WGC_BroodPatches
WGC_BroodRearingHAB
HYDRO
hydro_25
hydro_fuzzy
wgc_AllHydro
wgc_hydro_rec
hydro_meanForWetlands
cp_forHydro_mean
lm_forHydro_mean
mrcw_forHydro_mean
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tmc_forHydro_mean
basins_hydro
cp_hydro_mean
lm_hydro_mean
mr_hydro_mean
tm_hydro_mean
rice_hydro_mean
WGC_hydro
wgc_hydro_int
wgc_int_rec
Nesting
Fina_NestingHAB
Final_NestingHabitatID
nest_fuzz10
nest_fuzzy
nset_raster
nest_raster2
NESTING_HAB_1mileBuff
WGC_NestingPatches
WGC_NestingHAB
WGC_NestingHAB_2
MODEL_Output_Rasults
grasslands
grasslands2
wetlands
wetlands2
Marsh_delineations (See Appendix I)
ngom_2008_la_lulc_classification_040610_draft…
texas_coastal_marsh_vegetation_four_zone_classification…
la_marsh
tx_marsh
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Salt_Marsh_LA
Salt_Marsh_TX
WGC_Salt_Marsh
Precipitation (See Appendix G)
Stage1_Ascfiles
**there are 234 raster (.asc) datasets in this folder which represent 9
months (September-May) for each of the 26 years (1985-2011)**
Stage2_Rasters
PRISM_Months
**There are 26 folders in this folder (each representing an
individual year) in each folder there are 9 raster datasets (one for each month of September
through May) which now have attribute tables build with values per pixel**
Stage3_Mean_b4_Table
**This folder contains 26 raster datasets of precipitation from 1985 to
2011 of the continuous US. Each of the raster does not yet have an attribute table with pixel
values associated with the raster data**
Stage4_Mean_US_withTBL
** This folder contains 26 raster datasets of precipitation from 1985 to
2011 of the continuous US. Each of the raster now has an attribute table with pixel values
associated with the raster data**

**The geodatabase contains 4 shapefiles of the initiative areas to which each
individual precipitation raster dataset was clipped. Additionally there are 104 raster datasets,
representing the average precipitation per initiative layer per year (of 26 years). This data was
used to determine the three driest, three wettest and three medial years in each initiative area.**
Rice (See Appendix C)
CDL_US_GridRasters
2010_cdl
2011_cdl
2012_cdl
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Rice_ID_Model
Step1
Step2
Step3
Step4
2010wgc_cdl
2011wgc_cdl
2012wgc_cdl
2010_rice
2011_rice
2012_rice
2010_rice_poly
2011_rice_poly
2012_rice_poly
WGC_Rice
Spatial_Boundary (See Appendix A and B)
Coastal_Ecoregion
Coast_modifier
Coast_modified_toGCJVboundary
Coastal_Marsh_ECO
US_IV_Ecoregions
WGC_Coastal_Zone
WGC_Marsh_single
MODU_byIA
CP_range
LM_range
MRCW_range
TMC_range
GCJV_InitiativeAreas
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MODU_range_byInitiativeArea
UrbanAreas_WGC
WGC_AgriculturalZone
WGC_MODU_range
TM_Images (See Appendix H)
CP_TM
**The CP_TM folder contains 9 folders, each for an individual year
(dry, wet or medial), which contain the initial 7 band raster datasets for each of the Thematic
Mapper scene IDs downloaded prior to ‘Layer Staking’ into one composite image
Composites
**The Composites folder contains 36 raster datasets,
representing 9 years, covering the thematic imagery for the entire Chenier Plain Initiative Area**
**The Composites folder contains 4 polygon datasets
representing the four Areas of Interest used to derive the 36 raster ‘clips’ datasets for the Chenier
Plain Initiative Area**
Clips
**The Clips folder contains 36 raster datasets derived
by clipping the full composite image of a Thematic Mapper image to one of four Areas of
Interest which cover the Chenier Plain**

LM_TM
**The LM_TM folder contains 9 folders, each for an individual year
(dry, wet or medial), which contain the initial 7 band raster datasets for each of the Thematic
Mapper scene IDs downloaded prior to ‘Layer Staking’ into one composite image
Composites
**The Composites folder contains 18 raster datasets,
representing 9 years, covering the thematic imagery for the entire Laguna Madre Initiative
Area**
**The Composites folder contains 2 polygon datasets
representing the 2 Areas of Interest used to derive the 18 raster ‘clips’ datasets for the Laguna
Madre Initiative Area**
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Clips
**The Clips folder contains 18 raster datasets derived
by clipping the full composite image of a Thematic Mapper image to one of two Areas of
Interest which cover the Laguna Madre**
MRCW_TM
**The MRCW_TM folder contains 9 folders, each for an individual
year (dry, wet or medial), which contain the initial 7 band raster datasets for each of the
Thematic Mapper scene IDs downloaded prior to ‘Layer Staking’ into one composite image
Composites
**The Composites folder contains 36 raster datasets,
representing 9 years, covering the thematic imagery for the entire Mississippi River Coastal
Wetlands Initiative Area**
**The Composites folder contains 4 polygon datasets
representing the four Areas of Interest used to derive the 36 raster ‘clips’ datasets for the
Mississippi River Coastal Wetlands Initiative Area**
Clips
**The Clips folder contains 36 raster datasets derived
by clipping the full composite image of a Thematic Mapper image to one of four Areas of
Interest which cover the Mississippi River Coastal Wetlands**
TMC_TM
**The TMC_TM folder contains 9 folders, each for an individual
year (dry, wet or medial), which contain the initial 7 band raster datasets for each of the
Thematic Mapper scene IDs downloaded prior to ‘Layer Staking’ into one composite image
Composites
**The Composites folder contains 45 raster datasets,
representing 9 years, covering the thematic imagery for the entire Texas Mid Coast Initiative
Area**
**The Composites folder contains 5 polygon datasets
representing the five Areas of Interest used to derive the 45 raster ‘clips’ datasets for the Texas
Mid Coast Initiative Area**
Clips
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**The Clips folder contains 45 raster datasets derived
by clipping the full composite image of a Thematic Mapper image to one of four Areas of
Interest which cover the Texas Mid Coast**
Water_Extraction
CP
**The CP folder contains a ‘reclass’ folder which houses 36
raster datasets of the reclassified (1=water and everything else=0) water extraction analysis**
**The CP folder contains 36 raster datasets, the products of
running the Thematic Mapper ‘clips’ for the CP Initiative Area through the Water Extraction
model in ERDAS Imagine**
LM
**The LM folder contains a ‘reclass’ folder which houses 18
raster datasets of the reclassified (1=water and everything else=0) water extraction analysis**
**The LM folder contains 18 raster datasets, the products of
running the Thematic Mapper ‘clips’ for the LM Initiative Area through the Water Extraction
model in ERDAS Imagine**
MRCW
**The MRCW folder contains a ‘reclass’ folder which
houses 36 raster datasets of the reclassified (1=water and everything else=0) water extraction
analysis**
**The LM folder contains 36 raster datasets, the products of
running the Thematic Mapper ‘clips’ for the MRCW Initiative Area through the Water
Extraction model in ERDAS Imagine**
TMC
**The TMC folder contains a ‘reclass’ folder which houses
45 raster datasets of the reclassified (1=water and everything else=0) water extraction analysis**
**The TMC folder contains 45 raster datasets, the products of
running the Thematic Mapper ‘clips’ for the TMC Initiative Area through the Water Extraction
model in ERDAS Imagine**
Wetlands (See Appendix K)
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NWI
LA_NWI
TX_NWI
Wet_basins_withModifiers
Wetland_Basins
Wetland_Basins_ID
NWI_Basins_withModifiers_toAdd
Wet_rice
Wetland_Rice
Wetland_rice_ID
WGC_Rice
WGC_Rice_AgZone
Wetlands_Z15
CP_Wetlands
LM_Wetlands
MRCW_Wetlands
TMC_Wetlands
WGC_FINAL_WetlandsLayer
ID_BroodHAB
ALL_BroodHAB
MODU_BroodRearing_Habitat_WGC
Wetlands_ID
Brood_wet_ID
NHD_lakes_2000acres
UrbanAreas_WGC
WGC_BroodRearingHAB
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DSS_MODU_WetlandEnhancement (Appendix M and N)
CDL_SpatialExtent
study_area
Minus_UA_SaltMarsh
cdl_noSaltMarsh_noUA
cdl_rec
UrbanAreas_WGC
WGC_SaltMarsh
cdl_stble_enh
cdl2011
Intersect
nest_mean
brood_mean
FINAL_Basins_forEnhancement
currently_STBL
brood_raster
brood_raster2
nest_raster
nest_raster2
focalnest_sum
focalbroo_sum
FINAL_BroodHABITAT
FINAL_NestingHABITAT
InitiativeAreas
CP_Basins
LM_Basins
MRCW_Basins
TMC_Basins
cp_brood_mean
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cp_nest_mean
lm_brood_mean
lm_nest_mean
mr_brood_mean
mr_nest_mean
tm_brood_mean
tm_nest_mean
scale_conversion
brood_value
nest_value
enhance_value
NWI
ID_ofBasins_forEnhancement
Basins_forEnhacement
Minus_unsuitable_forEnhAreas
Basins_forEnhancement
Basins_forEnhancement_2
LA_NWI
TX_NWI
NHD_classes_ToBe_Removed
NHD_lakes_2000acres
WGC_NWI
WGC_SurfaceWater

DSS_MODU_GrasslandEstablishment (Appendix O and P)
CDL
Temp_filesfor_Grass establishment **This geodatabase is liked to the
model ID_ofAreas_STBL_forGrass_ establishment. It is empty and temporary files are
generated in this geodatabase when the model is allowed to run. The final output layer is
provided.
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Areas_forGrass_Establishment
ID_ofAreas_STBL_forGrass_Establishment
cdl_agzone
cdl_forest
cdl_rec
forest
FINAL_Areas_STBL_forGrass_Establishment
Distance_Analysis
Dist_toBrood
dist_toBrood
dist_toBrood2
dist_toBrood3
dist_toBrood4
WGC_BroodRearingHAB
Dist_toNest
Tempfiles_eraseModel **This geodatabase is liked to the model
ID_NestingHAB. It is empty and temporary files are generated in this geodatabase when
the model is allowed to run. The final output layer is provided.
Features_toErase
ID_NestingHAB
cdl_agszone
cdl_coastzone
cdl_ag_rec
cdl_coast_rec
dist_toNest
dist_toNest2
dist_toNest3
dist_toNest4
ag_grass
coast_grass
Grassland_forDistance_Analysis
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Final_prioritization_rasters
Intermediate_files
dist_broodhab
dist_nesthab
dist_brood2
dist_nest2
brooddist_val
nestdist_val
gv_raster
buff_overlap
grass_est
Grassland_Value_Analysis
gv_wgc_final
GV_wgc_raster
Initial_Input_Files
Intersect_N_Dissolve
Intersect_N_Dissolve_model
All_Wetland_Buffers
Buffers_inArea_ofInterest
Grass_forGV_Analysis
WGC_Agricultural_Zone
WGC_BroodRearingHAB
Subset1
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_1
MERGE_1
GV_table_1
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Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_1)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF1
BUFF1_noWet
gv_raster1
Subset2
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_2
MERGE_2
GV_table_2
Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_2)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF2
BUFF2_noWet
gv_raster2
Subset3
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_3
MERGE_3
GV_table_3
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Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_3)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF3
BUFF3_noWet
gv_raster3
Subset4
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_4
MERGE_4
GV_table_4
Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_4)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF4
BUFF4_noWet
gv_raster4
Subset5
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_5
MERGE_5
GV_table_5
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Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_5)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF5
BUFF5_noWet
gv_raster5
Subset6
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_6
MERGE_6
GV_table_6
Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_6)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF6
BUFF6_noWet
gv_raster6
Subset7
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_7
MERGE_7
GV_table_7
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Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_7)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF7
BUFF7_noWet
gv_raster7
Subset8
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_8
MERGE_8
GV_table_8
Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_8)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF8
BUFF8_noWet
gv_raster8
Subset9
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_9
MERGE_9
GV_table_9
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Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_9)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF9
BUFF9_noWet
gv_raster9
Subset10
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_10
MERGE_10
GV_table_10
Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_10)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF10
BUFF10_noWet
gv_raster10
Subset11
Merged_files
GV_poly_forRaster_11
MERGE_11
GV_table_11
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Diss_files **This geodatabase in linked to the
Intersect_N_Dissolve model and contains all the dissolved temporary file outputs before
they are merged into one file (MERGE_11)
Int_files ** This geodatabase in linked to the Intersect_N_Dissolve
model and contains all the intersect temporary file outputs before they are dissolved by
Buffer ID and Buffer Area
BUFF11
BUFF11_noWet
gv_raster11
NLCD
1992
2001
2006
NLCD_merge
1992_nlcd
1992_clip
1992_rec
2001_nlcd
2001_clip
2001_rec
2006_nlcd
2006_clip
2006_rec
WetlandBuffer_Overlap_Analysis
Buffer_subsets **This geodatabase contains the 11 (5,000 polygon each)
initial files for input into the Polygon_to_raster_model.
Individual_buffer_raster_datasets ** This geodatabase in linked to the
Polygon_to_raster_model and contains all the individual raster file produced by the
model for each polygon feature.
Polygon_to_raster
Polygon_to_raster_model
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Buffers_inArea_ofInterest
Final_Brood_Beffers
brood_buff1
brood_buff2
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Appendix R: Mottled Duck Experts/Stakeholders Meeting December 2012, Beaumont, TX
Stakeholder Questionnaire
Mottled Duck Decision Support Tool Development Workshop
18 December 2012; Beaumont, TX
Identifying Suitable Mottled Duck Nesting Habitat
Input Parameters (thresholds)
Cover Type
Patch Size (40 acres)
Distance to Suitable Nesting Patch (1 mile)
Edge-to-interior Ratio (0.025)

Is parameter
appropriate?
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

Is threshold
appropriate?
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

If not, provide
recommendation

Are there any other biological parameters that should be considered for identifying suitable
nesting patches? If so, please list.

Prioritizing Mottled Duck Nesting Habitat
Prioritization Parameter
Patch Size
Patch edge-to-interior ratio
Density of nearby wetlands

Is parameter
appropriate?
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N

Are there any other biological parameters that should be considered for prioritizing suitable
nesting habitat? If so, please list.

Are there data sources that were proposed the most appropriate sources to use for each
parameter? If not, what other datasets do you recommend? (Please specify parameter)
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Stakeholder Questionnaire
Mottled Duck Decision Support Tool Development Workshop
18 December 2012; Beaumont, TX
Identifying Suitable Mottled Duck Brood-rearing Habitat
Input Parameters (thresholds)
Wetland Type
Wetland Size (.22 acres)
Distance to Suitable Nesting Patch (1 mile)
Hydroperiod

Is parameter
appropriate?
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

Is threshold
appropriate?
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

If not, provide
recommendation

Are there any other biological parameters that should be considered for identifying suitable
brood-rearing wetlands? If so, please list.

Prioritizing Mottled Duck Brood-rearing Habitat
Prioritization Parameter
Density of nearby Grassland
Patches

Is parameter
appropriate?
Y

N

Are there any other biological parameters that should be considered for prioritizing suitable
brood-rearing wetlands? If so, please list.

Are there data sources that were proposed the most appropriate sources to use for each
parameter? If not, what other datasets do you recommend? (Please specify parameter)

